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ABSTRACT 
'1'he digital simulation of a network called 
mew-Brain is described. The network is a neurochemical 
version o,f the existing learning system PURR-PUSS. 
The organization of computer data for rnew-Brain 
is considered. 
Several algorithms which have been developed to 
enable the incorporation of chemical coding in the 
network are presented. 
Two sets of results are described. These exemplify 
the electrical and chemical ac-tivity of the network. 
Some unrela-ted results are given of a preliminary 
comparison of ultrasonic imaging devices to determine 
their suitability in a tactile mobility aid for the blind. 
Some references encountered during this work are also 
given. 
1 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 . 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The learning system PURR-PUSS comprises a number of 
PUSS predictors (seven at present), each of which receives 
all or part of a series of occurring events, and PURR, 
which decides upon an action subsequent to these events on 
the basis of the predictions made by the individual PUSSes. 
In doing so, PURR tries to follow a string of successive 
predictions (an "hypothesis") which leads to a novel event. 
PURR-PUSS is designed to operate efficiently on a digital 
computer. 
A neurochemical version of PURR-PUSS, called 
niew-Brain, has recently been described. * Mew-Brain has been 
designed to follow reasonably closely the neurophysiological 
structure of the brain, as far as it is known at present, 
while also remaining functionally similar to PURR-PUSS. 
Mew-Brain, however, is not designed with digital computing 
efficiency in mind. Although a parallel version of 
mew-Brain could be much faster tha~ PURR-PUSS, a (serial) 
digi tal simulation is much slmver. Mew-Brain has been 
designed to show that the mechanisms operating in PURR-PUSS, 
or some similar, could be active in the brain. 
* Andreae, J.H. 'Hew-Brain, A Neurochemical Version of 
PURR-PUSS', In Man-Machine St.:udies UC-DSE/9, Nov. 1976, 
ed. J.H. Andreae. (Elect. Eng. Dept, Univ. of Canty). 
Mew-Brain is composed of a neb-wrk of neurons vii th 
interconnections. It possesses both electrical activity 
in the form of impulses which can travel bebveen neurons 
via their connections, and chemical activity in the form of 
chemical codes which are synthesised in certain neurons and 
can leak along -the connections. 
In contras-t to PURR-PUSS, which uses composite events 
such as pattern-actions in some of its PUSSes, mew-Brain 
uses instead both series and parallel events in the contexts 
of its IIcortical-PUSSes". A mew-Brain context comprises two 
series and two parallel events, a total of three events. 
Furthermore, hypothesis 'formation in the form of leak--back 
of chemical codes is a parallel and hence more efficient 
process. 
Results have been given for a me'w-Brain computer 
simulation written in the Hybrid Operations Interpreter 
(HOI) in-cerpreti ve language for the EAI 590 hybrid computer. 
The purpose of this simulation was to test quickly the 
proposed mew-Brain mechanisms in a small network. The HOI 
language was ideal for this, but the simulation was limited 
to a model \vi th only 45 neurons and both chemical codes 
and their leak-back paths had to be specified by the 
programmer. 
The lack of algorithms for chemical codes and leak-
back paths in the HOI simulation was a serious limi-tation, 
so it was decided that a second simulation be attempted. 
The Assembler language simulation, which is the subject of 
this thesis, caters for a much larger number of neurons 
and contains algorithms prescribing the syn is of codes 
and their ak-back paths, based on the structure of the 
network and its input sequences while in ation. 
The very reason that made the HOI language suitable 
for an initial simulation made it unsuitab for.' ·the new 
simulation. ng interpretive, the language is extremely 
flexib from the point of view' of programming. Hmvever, 
because each line of the program is compiled each time it 
is executed, HOI runs slowly and requires a large amount 
of core for its interpreter. With a large mew-Brain 
network and with ·the increase in program complexity 
resulting from the incorporation of chemical coding, data 
storage would have to be extended to the disc memory and 
the simulation would become impractically slow. 
For this reason the new simulation of mew-Brain is 
written in Assembler. The program contains algorithms for 
the synthesis and leak-back of chemical codes, as described 
here. It possible to simulate a network of up to 
1023 neurons for an unlimited number of firing cycles, 
although computation is interrupted every 80 firing cycles 
to print stored results in a graphic display. Such a 
network, along with 80 firing cycles' worth output data, 
occupies almost all of the core storage available in the 
EAI640's 16k of core memory. 
Some results are included here also of a preliminary 
study carried out to determine the feasibility of developing 
a tacti mobility aid for the blind. This d vlOuld use 
ultrasonics to obtain detailed information from a wide 
sec·tor of the immediate environment of the user. 
The information would be presented in a 'plan view' form 
(p.p.i.) through a matrix of stimulators on the user's 
abdomen. 
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The work described here consists of a comparison of 
various imaging systems which use ultrasonics, considering 
such parameters as range and bearing resolution, complexity, 
cost, rela"ti ve si ze and signal-to-noise ratio. A discussion 
is also given of the opposing design philosophies which are 
encoun"tered in the development of such a device. A list of 
references which are relevant to "this s·tudy is included. 
Section 1.2 which follows gives an introduc"tion: to 
the neurons and connections of which mew-Brain is composed, 
and an outline of its mode of operation. 
Chapter 2 considers the data organi~ation in the 
compu·ter simulation of niew-Brain. Examples are given of 
the input data required from the operator, to facilitate 
use of the program. 
A detailed description of chemical coding appears in. 
Chapter 3. The four algorithms developed to enable synthesis 
of codes and chemical leakback appear here. 
Results obtained with a sample mew-Brain of 52 
neurons and two different input sequences appear in 
Chapter 4. The results enable the description of several 
features of the program. 
Some possible future developments with mew-Brain are 
discussed in Chapter 5. Appendix 1 contains program 
listings, and in Appendix 2 are found some results of the 
tactile mobility aid study. 
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1 .2 AN INTHODUCrrION '.ro f.1EW·-BRAIN 
"1.2.1 Neurons in_.f:'.!ew-B.!a:Ll!. (refer to Figure 1 (a) ) 
1. Input and Output neurons. 
se two types of neuron are functionally similar 
in ing behaviour. They fire if r firing 
po-t.enti are above the firing thresholdi n, 
whether ·they fire or not, -their firing potentia are 
reduced to zero. 
Chemical codes called "input SOBsli can be 
synthe in input neurons. 
2. Context neurons. 
se neurons operate in a manner simi to 
input neurons, except that under certain conditions 
chemical codes, called context SOBs, are synthesised 
within thenl and can leak from -them. 
3. Integrating neurons. 
As well as having a firing potential, integrating 
neurons have a firing count. If an integrating neuron 
has a non-zero firing count, it fires whatever its 
firing potential is and -then its firing count is 
reduced by 1. Apart from the small die-m .. ;ay present in 
every neuron's firing potential every , its firing 
potential is unaffected. 
If, however, the integrating neuron's firing 
count zero, then like non-integrating neurons just 
described it fires if its firing potential is above 
threshold and does not. if not so. 
INPUT 
~j 
I 
I 
I 
OUTPUT INTEGRATING 
CONTEXT PREDICTION 
FIGURE 1 (0) THE NEUf-10NS IN MEW-BRAIN 
-_ ..... _---------_._---
-source neuron 
excitatory synapse 
,,/ 
destination neuron 
FIGURE 1 (b) A CONNECTION IN MEW-BRAIN 
FIGUR 1. TERMS USED 
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Its firing potential is only zeroed if it does fire 
and in this case its firing count is set to a value called 
the initial count. - An initial count of 9 has been used. 
From this the integrating nature of the neuron 
can be seen. Since the firing pot~ntial of any neuron 
is incremented by the strength of the connection to it 
from the neuron that has just fired, the strength of 
connection to an integrating neuron can be chosen so 
that it will take, say, 9 such increments to bring the 
integrating neuron's firing potential above its firing 
threshold, at which time its firing count will be set 
to 9, ensuring that the neuron will itself fire for 
9 cycles. Note also that because at this point the 
firing potential is zeroed, the integrative action can 
begin again. 
It is such integrating neurons, arranged in three 
layers, that produce the sequential nature of contexts 
in mew-Brain. 
4. Prediction neurons. 
The action of prediction neurons is similar to 
that of the integrating neurons just described, the 
only difference being that the initial count is 1. 
It is, perhaps, more helpful to view the prediction 
neuron as being similar to a non-integrating neuron, 
except that if the neuron does not fire its firing 
potential is not reduced to zero. So its action is 
proportional: the higher the strength of a connection 
to it from a neuron that fires every cycle, the more often 
will it fire. 
1 .2. 2 Connections in J1ew.:E.£~n (refer to gure 'I (b) ) 
Each connection beh-leen neurons in mew-Brain has a 
particular strength of connection associated with it, its 
value depending on the types of the neurons constituting 
the source neuron and the destination neuron of the 
connection. 
1.2.3 Chemical Codes in Mew-Brain 
chemical codes called input SOBs that are 
synthesised in input neurons can leak along 
in mew-B 
neurons. 
n and through all other neurons 
connections 
context 
Under certain conditions described in Chapter 3, 
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these input SOBs can constitute part of the chemical code 
synthe sed in a context neuron and called a context SOB. 
Once a context SOB is synthesised, the concentration of this 
SOB can continually change since it and other context SOB 
codes can also leak -through connections to t the 
concentrations of other context SOBs. Since the strength 
of a connection from a context neuron to a prediction neuron 
depends on this SOB code concentration,the concentration 
of th code in turn affects the firing rate of the 
on neuron. 
Disregarding for the meantime the requirements under 
which a context SOB is actually created, Figure 2 shows, as 
an example, a context neuron with context SOB composed of 
the input SOBs associated with inputs 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
input SOB code ~(3 
FIGURE 2. CHEMICAL CODES IN W-BR I 
--' 
L-______________________ ~----------------~--------~------------------------------------------------------______________________ -J. 0 
1 1 
If this context neuron now fires due to the combined effect 
of increments to its firing potential from all three of its 
source neurons (note that input 3 will need to arrive before 
inputs 2 and 4 since it passes through two integrating 
neurons) then the concentra"tion of its SOB will now affect 
the firing rate of "the connected prediction neuron, which 
will in turn be transmitted to the output neuron. 
The fact -that this context neuron has a particular 
context SOB will mean that the creation of a similar code 
in an area local to this neuron ,qill be inhibited. 
1 .2.4 The Operation Cycle of Me\q':"Brain 
The follo't'Jing follows the order of the Assembler 
program listed in Appendix 1. The flow diagram for the 
program is sho'W11 in gure 3. 
1. Set up network structure. 
Data required to specify the neurons and connections 
for the simulation are given in a manner described in 
Chapter 2. 
2. Find leakage paths for input SOBS. 
Now that the network is specified, it is efficient 
in terms of computer time to describe the paths along which 
it is possible for input SOBS to leak from each input 
neuron, rather than to do this every time a particular input 
sequence arrives. This is done simply by specifying an 
imagined neuron at every input to mew-Brain. These inputs 
are given the lowest neuron numbers (every neuron has a 
number) • 
~find 
read new 
sequence 
from p.t. 
1. set up network structure 
STEP =0 
leakage paths for inp-~ _~B :cOde~ 
3. update firing potentials of input neurons 
by strengths of inputs 
print results 
in graphic 
display. 
STEP=O 
4. STEP=STEP+1. increment firing potentials 
of neurons that fired in the last cycle 
5. fire neurons that are ready 
6. attempt to find P- parts for context S08 
codes with M, L & U -parts 
7. wipe M, L& U -parts of incomplete codes 
8. attempt to find M, L& U -parts for incomplete 
codes 
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FIGURE 3. FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE PROGRAM 
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Now successive connections spreading out from these inputs 
are scanned and, in each successive destination neuron 
found (until and excluding a context neuron), is stored the 
number the input from which there was a t connection. 
This number constitutes the input SOB code .• 
3. Input stage. 
This stage is -the beginning of an iterative loop. 
An input sequence is read from paper tape and transmitted 
to neurons as described in Chapter 2. The tape is read 
continually while the program computes, except that every 
80 s-teps computation stops to allm" data output (described 
in Chapter 4). 
4. Increment stage. 
For those neurons that have a flag set to show that 
they fired in the last operation cycle, the ring 
potentials of the neurons connected to them are incremented 
by their respective strengths of connection. 
5. Firing stage. 
Neurons fire according to the rules in section 1.2.1, 
and bits are set in a block of core to specify which neurons 
fired at particular firing cycles. This procedure of data 
storage and eventual printout is described in Chapter 4. 
6. Context SOB code completion. 
~lO firing cycles are required to create a locally 
unique context SOB code. During this stage it is determined 
whether the codes partially synthesised in step 9 of the 
last cyc can be completed. This is described in section 
3.2.1. 
7, Wipe uncompleted codes. 
Codes that were unable to be completed in step 6 
are cleared to allow another attempt at partial synthesis 
in step 9 of this cycle. 
8. Leak-back of completed codes. 
1 4 
During this stage, context SOB codes leak from one 
to another depending on whether a leak-back exists bebleen 
particular context neurons. This af cts the concentration 
of the context SOB to which there is a leak-back path. 
See section 3.2.3. 
9. Partial synthesis of new codes. 
New codes are partially synthesi if suitable 
conditions exist. The procedure is described in 
section 3.2.4. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DATA ORGAi.'JIZATION IN ]liEt,v-B~IN 
2.1 INPUT DATA REQUIRED 
The data required for mew-Brain falls into one of 
two categories: 
(i) Data specifying the structural properties of the 
network, and 
(ii) Data prescribing the input sequences to the structure. 
These will be described in turn. 
2.1.1 Dat~ Specifying the Structure 
The data required in (i) above consists of numerical 
values, entered for each neuron in turn, for the following 
variables: 
1. Type. The type of the neuron. The allocation of 
neuron type is 
o for input or output neurons; 
1 for context neurons; 
2 for integrating neurons; 
3 for prediction neurons. 
2. Layer. If the neuron is of type 2 (integrating), its 
layer in mew-Brain. The layers are 
middle = 1 
IOHer = 2 
upper = 3 
3. Connections. The numbers of the neurons to which there 
is a connection from the particular neuron, with their 
respective strengths of connection. The data are given 
as a single number: e.g. a connection to neuron 327 
with relative streng-th 2q is stored in a single 
compu-ter word as the nmnber 3272L~. 
Example 1. 
The data specifying the structure shown in Figure 4 
would be written as: 
6 The total number of neurons. Sets the 
size of the blocks described in section 2.2. 
~,214,314 Neuron 1 is of type 0 (an input neuron) 
2 / 2,414 
2,2,524 
2, 1, ~ 
and it has connections to neurons 2 and 3 , 
both with strength 14. 
Neuron 2 -is integrating (given by the first 
digit) and hence has a second digit to 
specify its layer (i.e. lower). It is 
connected to neuron 4 with strength 14. 
Neuron 3. 
Neuron 4 is an integrating neuron in the 
middle layer without a destination neuron. 
16 
1,6~~ Neuron 5 is a context neuron having a 
potential connection (i.e. a connection with 
zero strength) to neuron 6. 
3,~ Neuron 6. 
Note: All data is octal and integer. 
Data for each neuron is separated by means of a 
carriage return/line feed. 
2.1.2 Data Specifying Input Sequences 
An input pulse is in effect an increment to the 
firing potential of the neuron to which an input is 
connected. The data required con~ists of: 
4 
EXAMPLE 1. 
/ 
7 
~
I 
I 
I 
EXAMPLE 2. 
1 
FIGURE 4. EXAMPLES OF DATA lNPUT 
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1. The neuron number specifying the neuron to which an 
input pulse is being applied. 
2. The magnitude the increment to its firing potential. 
This can be considered as the strength of the connection 
from an input to an input neuron. 
3. The number of such identical input pulses in a sequence. 
Th~ data specified in 1 and 2 are of a similar form 
to that required to s pe ci fy the net,.,ork structure, as can be 
seen from example 2. 
Example 2. 
The structure is shown in Figure 4. 
11,175,775,1575 118' (de.cimal 9) pulses of input are 
specified in this sequence, with the 
firing potentials of neurons 1, 7 and 15 
being incremented by 75 each time. 
11,675,1375,1675 Then, similarly for neurons 6, 13 and 16. 
2~,~ 
Follmving this there are 20 firing cycles 
during which no input is applied. 
Note: Since the firing threshold is set at 72, an increment 
of 75 to a neuron's firing potential ensures that it will 
fire during the next ring cycle. 
2.2 DATA STORAGE 
Me\'1-Brain data are stored in a se of blocks in 
core, following on directly from the end of the program. 
rrhe size of the blocks depends on the number of neurons in 
the simulation, speci by the input data. Figure 5 shows 
the layout of these blocks. 
prograrn. 
block 1: context sob 
code storage. 
block 2: neuron 
data. 
block 3: pointers to 
lists in 
block 4. 
block £.: contiguous lists 
of connection 
data for 
each neuron. 
FIGURE 5. DATA STORAGE 
IN MEW-BRAIN. 
-
-
--
~.-~--SOBASE 
1-8ASE1 
BASE2 
8ASE3 
-- .-------..... 
'1023 
CELLS. 
2N 
CELLS. 
(N 
neurons) 
N 
CELLS. 
LIST 
SIZES 
VARY. 
Block 1 is used for storing chemical codes and will 
be described later in Chapter 3. 
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Block 2 is addres so that, for each neuron present, 
two consecutive computer words are available. Addressing is 
performed indirectly, using the location 'BASE1'. The 
organization of da-ta within these -two words di rs slightly 
depending on the type of the neuron, and is shown in detail 
in Figure 6(a). The references to input and context SOB 
codes in the Figure pertain to chemical coding and again 
will be described in Chapter 3. 
The firing potential, present in all neurons, is 
allocated eight binary digits to give a maximum nagnitude 
of 3778' the last two octal digits can be considered 
fractional, so that the firing threshold, for example, is 
~7281 and the away of ring potential is ~~68 for each 
cycle. 
The six bits allocated for 'present input sequence' 
in all but context neurons (though at present only used in 
input and prediction neurons) enable an increment to the 
firing potential of the neuron in which they are stored to 
be applied during -the input stage Nithout requiring ney,l input 
data to be read from the paper tape every cycle. This is 
useful if a particular input sequence lasts for more than one 
firing cycle (as is usually the case). The six bits enable 
a maximum increment to the firing potential of 778' enough to 
guarantee that the firing potential of a neuron will be above 
the firing threshold once an input is applied. The six bits 
are cleared when the sequence ends. 
NEURON TYPE 
input/output 
integrating 
prediction 
context 
pn~sent 
type input 
present 
input 
firin~ 
potential 
input sob no. 
firing 
potential 
firing count input sob no. layer 
present 
type input 
firing 
potential 
input sob no. 
type 2:( 6.leak J 
firing 
potential 
! r 
. /I context sob . 
tctgs while concentro.tion 
address of 
context sob 
code being 
formed 
{a) DATA RED IN BLOCK 2. 
r=r= I I: []=I 11J.=l~ I I I: I I 1 
neuron conneded strength of 
(max. 1023) connection (max. '77) 
(b) INFORMATION WOR LISTS OF BLOCK 
FIGURE 6. DATA STORAG IN DETAIL. 
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As described in the introduction, once an integrating 
neuron begins to fire, it does so the number of pulses 
speci by the initial count (the same for all integrating 
neurons in the three layers). l,ts firing count decreases by 
1 each cycle and it s until its ring count is zero. 
The six bits allocated in the second word for each 
integrating neuron in Figure 6(a) enable a maximum initial 
count of 63, although at present the initial count is set at 
9. 
Note that because a prediction neuron can be 
consi red to be similar to a non-integrating neuron, 
except that its firing potential is not zeroed if it does 
not , it is not necessary to store its firing count 
\vhich is ahvays either 1 or o. 
As described in section 1.2.2, each neuron has orte or 
more neurons to \vhich it is connected, each connect.iGrl 
having a strength dependent on the types of the neurons at 
either end. The actual strengths of the connections are 
as octal integers: 
input to input neuron 
input to prediction neuron 
input neuron to context neuron 
input neuron to integrating neuron 
integrating neuron to integrating neuron 
integrating neuron to context'neuron 
context neuron to prediction neuron 
prediction neuron to output neuron 
output neuron to input neuron 
::::: 75 
::::: 75 
= 06 
:::: 14 
::i 14 
24 
-- 0 
- 75 
::i 75 
Because the number of neurons having connections from 
a particular neuron varies, list processing is used to store 
such data rather than setting aside similar sized blocks of 
core. For each neuron, a pointer gives the address of the 
beginning of its list of connection and strength of 
23 
connection data. Each information word on this list is a 
composite numeral made up of the ntmU)er of a neuron to 
which there is a connection and the strength of the 
connection, as shown in Example 1; the digi-tal word has 
t_he form shown in Figure 6 (b) • 
Next to each such information word is stored another 
word giv~ng the address of the next information word on the 
same list. Hence a list is only as long as is required to 
store the connection information relevant to each neuron. 
The standard list processing subroutines PUSH and SCAN of 
* the TRAC language implementation are used to set up the 
lists initially and to s_earch through connections, 
respectively. The lists follow on, one from another in 
Block 4 of Figure 5 whi Ie the 15-bi t pointers, being -the 
addresses of the first word on each neuron's list, r~s~de 
in Block 3. The pointers can be indirectly addressed from 
the cell 'BASE2'. 
~'Vhen mew-Brain is in operation, the fact that a 
particular neuron has fired is required to be stored for 
one firing cycle. The single free bit in the pointer word 
of Block 3 for this particular neuron is used as a flag for 
-this purpose. 
* . . Mooers, C.N. 'TRAC, a procedure-descrlblng language 
for the reactive-type writer', Cornm. ACM, 1965, p.215. 
CHAPTER 3 
CHEHICAL CODING IN MEW-BRAIN 
3. 1 DESCRIPTION OF CHEHICAL CODES 
A context neuron SOB code comprises four input 
SOB codes, which have leaked from four cific groups 
of neurons. One input SOB, leaked from an upper layer 
integrating neuron, consti tutes the U part: of a context 
code i that from a middle' layer integrating neuron, the 
M part; from a lower layer integrating neuron the L parti 
and from a prediction neuron the P part. The completed 
context SOB code is designated SOB-HLUP and is illustrated 
in Figure 7(a). 
This SOB-MLUP is created if (i) there is already 
no code created and (ii) the context has been fired, 
i.e. the upper, middle and lower r integrating neurons 
have fired simultaneously so that the firing potenti of 
the context neuron to which they are connec'ted has been 
incremented sufficiently for it to re in the next ring 
cycle, and (iii) as well as the context neuron firing in 
the next firing cycle, a prediction neuron to which the 
context neuron has a potential connection also fires. 
Once the SOB-MLUP is created: 
(i) any different context -t::hat fires into this context 
neuron has no ef ct on this particular code. 
24 
(There may be more than just one connection to the context 
neuron from each layer of integrating neurons, and perhaps 
more than one prediction neuron to which there is a 
potential connection.) 
(ii) The connection between the con xt neuron and the 
25 
diction neuron i~nediately becomes established, since the 
code now has a concentration set at an initial value (and, 
as described in section 1.2.3, this fects the strength 
of connection) • 
(iii) An inhibitory version of SOB-~·1LUP is created and 
this SOB-r.1LUP I stops the same SOB-MLUP from being created 
in context neurons having potential connections to the same 
prediction neuron, by leaking to them through the diction 
neuron. 
(i v) 1'he code can leak through integrati.ng neurons back to 
input neurons and so out through other integrating neurons 
to other context neurons, causing the chemical codes in these 
context neurons to be synthesised in greater concentration. 
Figure 7(b) shows the possible path by which the 
process re rred to in (iv) could occur for the SOB-ABeD. 
It can be seen that leak-back will occur for those 
context neurons with SOB codes having a match between the 
L part of one and the P part another; and a match between 
the M part of the same one and the L part of the other. 
That is, in the example of Figure 7(b) the code SOB-ABeD 
leaks to the context neuron having code SOB-EAFB. 
The code SOB-ABeD leaks no further than to the 
context neuron having code SOB-EAFB, but SOB-EAFB may leak-
back further to other context neurons having matching SOB 
codes. 
1 
(b) A LEAKBA~IA( PATH 
IT" 
I 
I 
/ 
(0) CON rEX T SOB CODE MLUP 
FIGUR 7. DESCRIPTION OF CODING 
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Successive leak~back can continue until SOB code 
concentrations died away to an ambient level, 
which they then maintain. (At present the die away of 
SOB concentrations is set at about 1% 
calculated probabilistically.) 
firing cycle, 
The detai d algorithms for the synthesis and 
leak-back of chemical codes now follow. The order in 
which these take place, in relation to the rest of the 
firing cycle, is given in section 1.2.4. 
3.2 CODE SYNTHESIS AND LEN<-BACK ALGORITHMS 
Block 1 of gure' 5 is shown enlarged in Figure 8. 
The block is broken up into 4 sub-blocks, one for each 
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of the possible parts of a context SOB code, M, L, U and P. 
The reasons for such a storage configuration are as follows: 
(i) The program can cater for a maximum 1023 neurons. 
Since it is certain, for any practical simulation, that 
less than one quarter of these neurons will be input neurons 
in which input SOB codes are synthesised, then no input SOB 
code will be a gure greater than 256 or 3778' such a 
figure requires 8 binary digits for s and, in fact, 
it can be seen from Figure 6(a) that eight bits are always 
allocated for recording input SOBs~in the neurons that such 
SOBs can leak through. It is not certain, however, that 
less than one eighth of the neurons will be input neurons, 
so no smaller number of bits can safely be used. 
It is obvious then that it is not possible 
to store four such input SOB codes, in the form of a 
context SOB code, in one 16-bit computer word. 
of 
M 
part of code 
L 
u 
p 
SOBASE 
f-' ---
'0 
J377 
'400 
'777 
J1000 
'1377 
'1400 
'1777 
FIGURE 8. BLOCK ,1: STORAGE OF 
SOB-CODES. 
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Although it would be possible to store half the context SOB 
in a 16-bit computer word t the advantages further to be 
mentioned, of using one computer word for one quarter of 
the code, out\veigh any saving in storage obtained. 
(ii) Each part of the SOB code for a particular context 
neuron is stored exactly 4008 cells from the last and all 
parts of the code can be addressed quickly relative to the 
cell SOBASE. Th means that only the address of -the first 
part of a context SOB code (the M part) need be stored in 
the context neuron associated with it. This address will 
itse be a number less than 4008 and hence requires a 
maximum of 8 bits for s-t'orage (see Figure 6 (a) ). To obtain 
the L par·t of -the code for the context neuron, 4008 is added 
to the address. The same procedure applied again gives the 
U and P parts. 
(iii) Note that by successively adding 4008 to an address 
between zero and 3778' the digits making up the basic 
address, i.e. the first eight binary digits, remain 
unchanged. This is useful for constructing the address 
of codes and will be described later. 
(iv) Again, since the ratio of context neurons to the total 
number neurons will be between one quarter and one eighth, 
using eight bi to give the maximum number of context SOB 
codes possib as 4008 is not unreasonable in terms of the 
storage space allocated. 
In the algorithms that follow, the contents of a cell 
(i.e. a 16-bit computer word) with octal address A, is 
speci d as C(A). Parts of a particular cell are denoted 
as fields, using the symbolism Ba-b. 'rhis specifies the 
field as the bits the cell numbered from a to b 
inclusive, where ~ is the most significant bit (MSB) and 
15 is the least significant bit (LSB). 
Since data for a neuron n is stored in a cell in 
one of the blocks of Figure 5, which is a multiple of 
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n places from a base cell (e.g. SOBASE, BASE1) 1 that 
particular data can be accessed using index register 
addressing indirectly from the base cell. This results in 
the contents of the index register (n or a multiple of n) 
being added to the address of the base cell to give th~ 
address of the cell wher.e the required data for n is stored. 
In the following algorithms, such indirect addressing 
occurs wherever cells are speci ed in the form C (BASE + n) • 
The program for these algorithms appears in 
Appendix 1. Comment labelling in the program follo,{l8 the 
labelling used in the algorithms. 
3.2.1 Algorithm A: Completion of Chemical Codes 
Algorithm A follows directly after the firing stage. 
Two firing cycles are required to synthesise a code 
completely, as described earlier. In this algorithm, those 
context neurons for which a context "fired" in this firing 
cycle (i.e. integrating neurons in_all three layers fired 
into it in the cycle before) are examined to determine 
whether a P-part for the code can be obtained. Hence, 
possible M, Land U parts have already been found (in 
"Synthesis of New Codes" . stage of the last cycle) and 
such context neurons already have M, Land U tags set. 
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N :::: number of neurons. 
A. For n from 1 to N, do the following:-
A. 'I ( just fired) Continue if ByJ C(BASE2+n)=1. 
A.2 ( n is context neuron) Let x=BASE1+2n. 
Continue if B~-1 of c(x-1) = ~1. 
A.3 (Check n M,L,U tags) 
Continue if B1-3 of C(x) = 111. 
A.4 (Scan connections of n) For each information word C(e) 
on lis,t whose poin'ter is B 1 15 of C (BASE2+n) , 
do follmving: ~ 
A.4.1 (n connected to prediction neuron?) Let p=B~-9 of 
C(e) and r=BASE1+2p. Continue if B~-1 of 
C (r-1) :::: 11. 
A.4.2 (p just fired?) Continue if B~ of C(BASE2+p) = 1. 
A.4.3 (8 of context SOB) 
A.4.4 
C(SOBASE+11{~JO+B8-15 of C(x» ~~ B6-13 of C(r). 
ck local uniqueness) For neuron m from 1 to N, 
except n, do the following:-
A.4.4.1 (Check m context neuron) Let y BASE1+2m. 
Continue if B~-1 of C (y-1) :::: ~1. 
A.4.11.2 (Check m has p-tag) Continue if BJO C(y):::: 1. 
A.4.4.3 (Search for connection to p) C(f) an 
information ';vord on the list whose pointer 
B1-15 of C(BASE2+m). For each C(f), 
q B~-9 of C(f). Continue'only if at least 
one q = p. 
A.4.4.LI (Compare codes of nand m) Continue if 
C(SOBASE+z+B8-15 of C(y» ~ C(SOBASE+z+B8-15 
of C(x» for anyone of z = JO,4~~,1~~~,14~~. 
A.4.5 (Comp Code. Set p-tag and initi SOB 
concentration) B~-7 of C (x) +- 110'Yf!2f!2f~Yi. 
3.2.2 Algorithm B: Wipe Tags 
If, for a particular neuron, a chemical code failed 
to be comp ted in algorithm A, then any of the tags for 
M, L or U, set during the last firing cycle, must be wiped 
-to allow a new attempt at code synthesis this cyc , in 
algorithm D. 
B. For neuron n from 1 to N, do the following: 
B.1 (Check n is context neuron) Let x = BASE1+2n. 
Continue if B~-1 of C(x-1} :::: ~1. 
B.2 (Check naP-tag) Continue if B~ of C(x} Yi. 
B.3 (Wipe ) B1-3 of C{x) +- ~YfYf. 
3.2.3 Al C: Leak-Back 
This algorithm finds leak-back paths and the amount 
of the leak-back for each path found. It also adjusts the 
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strength of the conne on from a context neuron to its 
associated prediction neuron, depending on the concentration 
of the SOB code in the con·text neuron. 
Probabilistic routines have been used in this 
algori thm to det.ermine the amount of the leak-back between 
par cular codes, and the die-away of these codes. For the 
leak-back case, a constant increment (111eakback) is added 
with decreasing probability (rather than a decreasing 
increment being added continually). This procedure stops 
any loss of significant digits. For the die-away of codes, 
an increment l1die~away is subtracted in a similar manner. 
The constants l1leakback and l1die-away affect the amount of 
leakback and the speed of die-away, respectively, and can 
be varied. 
The total increment to a SOB code concentration due 
to leak-back for one firing cycle (E111eakback) is s·tored in 
a list until every SOB code has been considered. All such 
increments are then added to their respective SOB code 
concentrations, and the parallel nature of the process is 
maintained. The entry on the increment 'list l for neuron n 
is actually 
B2-7 of C{BASE1 + 2n-1). 
C.1 (Find leak-back paths and amount of leak-back) 
For neuron n from 1 to N, do the following:-
C.1.1 (Check n is context neuron) Let x = BASE1+2n. 
Continue if B~-1 of c{x-1) = ~1. 
C.1.2 (Check for completed code) Continue if 
Bft of C{x) = 1. 
C.1.3 For neuron m from 1 to N, except n, do the 
following:-
C.1.3.1 (Check m is context neuron) Let y = BASE1+2m. 
Continue if Bft-1 of C(y-1) = 0'1. 
C.1.3.2 (Check for completed code) Continue if 
Bft of C(y) = 1. 
C.1.3.3 (Is there an L-P match?) Continue if 
C(SOBASE+14~~+B8-15 of C(y)) 
= C(SOBASE+4~0+B8-15 of C(x)). 
C.1.3.4 (Is there an M-L match?) Continue if 
C(SOBASE+4~~+B8-15 of C(y)) 
= C(SOBASE+B8-15 of C(x)). 
C.1.3.5 (Determine ~conc) Continue if ~conc > 0, where 
~conc = (B1-7 of C(x)) - (B1-7 of C(y)). 
C.1.3.6 (Probabilistic leak-back) 
l:~leak-back -«- ~. 
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(C(R) is computed random number of same range as 
~conc) Do the following for 5 numbers C(R): 
If C (R) < ~conc, L.~leakback +- E ~leakback + ~leakback 
and ~conc +- ~conc _8 ~leakback, 
ex~~pt when ~conc < ~leakback, in vvhich case 
E~leakback +-- l:~leakback -I- ~conc, 
and exit to C.1.3.7. 
C.1.3.7 (Add to present E~leakback) 
B2--7 of C(y-1) -<-B2-7 of C(y-1) + I:~leakback. 
C.2 (Update SOB concentrations and strengths of connections 
to prediction neurons) For neuron n from 1 to N, do 
the following:-
C.2.1 (Check n is context neuron) Let z = BASE1+2n. 
Continue if B0-1 of C(z-1) = ~1. 
C.2.2 (Check for completed code) Continue if B~ of C(z) = 1. 
C.2.3 (Update SOB concentration) 
B1-7 of C(z) +-B1~7 of C(z) + B2-7 of C(z-1). 
(Die-away) If a C(R) < B1-7 of C(z), 
B1-7 of C(z) ..:--~B1-7 of C(z) - ~die·-away. 
B2-7 of C(z-1) ~-~fJ. 
C.2.4 (Update strength of connection) 
For each information word C(e) on the list whose 
pointer is B1-15 of C(BASE2+n) do the following:-
C.2.4.1 (Check n connected to prediction neuron) 
Let p = B~-9 of C(e) , 
r = BASE1 + 2p-1. 
Continue if B0-1 of C(r) = 11. 
C.2.4.2 (Check magnitude of SOB concentration) 
If B1-7 of C(z) 2:.. 1008' B1~-15 of C(e) +-778. 
C.2.4.3 (Copy SOB concentration into strength of 
connection) 
If B1-7 of C(z) < 1}!}!8' 
then B10-15 of C(e) +- B1-7 of C(e). 
3.2.4 Algorithm D: Partial Synthesis of New Codes 
In this algorithm, M, Land U parts of a possible 
new context SOB code are fotmd. Since only one input SOB 
stored in an integrating neuron from each layer can 
constitute part of a particular context SOB code, if there 
is more than one integrating from a particular layer 
connected to the context neuron, a random choice is made 
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between the integrating neurons. 
D •. (Ini alize) SOBNUM ~ 1. 
(Cycle) For neuron n from 1 to Nt do the lowing:-
D.1 (Check n just fired) Continue if B~ of C(BASE2+n} = ,. 
D.2 (Check n is integrating neuron) Let x = BASE1 + 2n. 
Continue if Bg-1 of C(x-1} = 1~ 
D.3 (Scan connections of n)For each information word C(e) 
on the list \.vhose pointer B1-15 of C(BASE2+n), 
do the following:-
D.3.1 (Is n connected to context neuron?) Let p = BJ1-9 
of C(e) and r = BASE1+2p. Continue if B~-1 of 
C (r-1) = ~1. 
D.3.2 (Check code incomplete) Continue if BJ1 of C(r) ::: ~. 
D.3.3 (Is part of context code associated with layer of 
. n already found?) 
t+- B 1 4 - 1 5 of C ( x). Now Ii f t = 1 1 , to<- 1 y1 fl . 
(Check tags ld already) 
If (B'1-3 of C(r»AND(t) =;t~, continue only 
if B15 of a computed random number ~. 
D.3.4 (S tag and check that neuron has code address) 
B1-3 of C(r} --<- (B1-3 of C(r) }OR(t). 
If B8-15 of 'C(r} = Yf, B8-15 of C(r} +- SOBNUM 
and SOBNUM +- SOBNUM + 1. 
D. 3.5 (Store code) z +- t wi th LSB truncated. 
C(SOBASE+(z X 4Y1Y1} + B8-15 of C(r}} +- B6-13 
of C(x) . 
CHAPTER 4 
RESUL'rs 
4. 1 FORl'1AT AND STORAGE OF RESULTS 
The format of mew-Brain results a matrix-type 
display with graduations for the number of ring cycles 
on the horizontal axis and neuron numbers on the vertical 
axis. dot is printed at the appropriate coordinate if 
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a par cular neuron fir~d during a particular ng cycle. 
Illustrative print~outs appear in Figures 12 and '11~. 
The display is printed direc-tly at the computer 
-typewriter by the Assembler program. However, the results 
are not printed as mew-Brain computes but are stored in an 
area of core memory as they are obtained. At intervals of 
80 firing cycles, computation is interrupted and a display 
like of Figures 12 and 14 printed. Computation -then 
continues. 
The reason for this arrangement of data output is 
that the mew-Brain program iterates through all neurons 
for .each firing cycle, rather than vice-versa (i.e. we are 
simulating a group of neurons working in 
Therefore, to, print results after each 
llel) . 
ng cycle either 
the typewriter carriage would have to be able to move 
vertically up and down the page, or neuron numbers would 
need to be placed on the horizontal axis. The computer 
typewriter does not allow the first, and second would 
limit the number of neurons to a number far beloN the 
1023 allowed by the program. 
Fi ve 16-bi t computer "Tords are allocated in core 
memory for each neuron. If the neuron sduring a 
particular firing cycle, then the appropriate one of 
the 80 bits is set. In this way, the print-out routine 
is informed at the end of each 80 cycle series which 
neurons red and when. With capacity of 1023 neurons, 
these 5 ''lords per neuron take Sk of core. Adding to 
this 10·Sk for program and data when a 1023 neuron 
simulation is running, the total is just less than the 
available 16k of memory on the EAI6lfO computer in the 
Department. Another reason for choosing 80 cyc s is that 
86 characters fi·t across the standard DECwri ter (computer 
typewriter) page, which leaves 6 characters for the 
neuron number \,lhen one space is allowed for each firing 
cycle. 
4.2 EXAMPLES OF RESULTS 
Figure 9 shows a small mew-Brain, for which 
results have been obtained using the Assembler program. 
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The network structure is similar to that run with the 
earlier HOI program except that several connections have 
been added to illustrate special features of the new 
program. Note that neuron 54 is connected to six different 
integrating neurons as source neurons and that neuron 60 
has four. Also, there is a,potential connection from 
context neuron 5lf to prediction neuron 12. 
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'1'he numbers wri-tten wi thin neurons in Figure 9 
are the SOB codes associat with these neurons as 
a consequence of the action of -the network. Those 
connections which are initially po-tential connections 
(i.e. they have zero strength) are shown as broken lines. 
The da-I:a which describe the structure of this netvlOrk 
are shown in gure 10. 
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In Figure 12 is shown the electrical activity of 
this network for input data sequence A (shown in Figure 11) 
over 130 firing cycles. The vertical axis shows neuron 
numbers in octal. No'ce that inputs are specified as input 
neurons and have the numbers 1 - 7. The firing pattern to 
the right of these n1..:rrnbers is the input sequence. Neurons 
numbered 15 - 23 are the input neurons. Note that they each 
fire one cycle later than the input from vlhich they have a 
connection. 
Neurons 24 - 52 are integrating neurons with a 
firing count set at 9. Note how neuron 25, for example, 
requires 9 pulses from input neuron 15 before it will fire, 
and then it fires fo r the number of its firing count. 
The action of the layers of integrating neurons can be 
seen; a sequence that passes through two integrating 
neurons becomes delayed twice compared to an input 
sequence, while one that passes through one integrating 
neuron is delayed by a 9 pulse interval only once. In this 
way, input sequences arrive at context neurons in a pattern 
corresponding to the context of two parallel events 
preceded by one event. 
FIGURE 10. 
()o:l.~ 64 
002: 0,1575,1375 
003: 0,1675,1475 
004: O,1775v1275,1075 
005: 0,2075,1175 
006: 0 <217:=:.; 
00'7: ()~227~5 
OO? t :3:, 6~:},?:::; 
():1. O! ::), 647:::; 
01:1.: ::~ y 63'7:5 
():I. :::~; :3;i 617;:'.; 
0:1.:3: 3,627:::; 
014: 0,2414,3314,5606 
015: 0,2514,2614,2714,5706,6006 
016: 0,5306,5506,3514,3614,3714 
017: 0,5406,3014,3114,3214,3414 
OHl! O~4?:f.4 
() 1 9 to, ~50 :1. 4 , ~:.i :1. 14 
020: O,4614~52:f.4 
02:1.: 2,2, ~:i;324 
() ~~~ ~~:.~: ~:.~!J ::.~ !) ~:)·4 ::.~ ·4 
()2:·:~t 2,2,43:1.4 
024! 2,2,4214 
02::.'.i: 2, 2 ~ 40 :1. 4 
026: 2,2,5524,5424 
027! :h2,,44:1.4 
o ;.~ f~: ~~: y ~~~ !J ·4 !::; 1 ·4 () ~:.~ ,?: ~:.~ 9 :~ ? ~::i (~) :~~ ·4 
() ~?; (): ::,~ y ~:.~ Y ·4 t 1 ·4 
031: 2,2,5724,6024 
032: ~.~, :,:.~, 6024 
()~~;~:) t 2,:1., !:53;.::'4 
034 t 2 y :1. ,;'5424 
035: 2,1,5524,5424 
() ~'3 (): ::.: v 1 , ~:) .;!) ::,: ·4 
03? t 2,:l., !:;'?::.~4 
()~:)D; ::.~,:I., 6024 
039 ~ ;';:,3!i ::)324 
04() t 2!, 3, !'5424 
041: 2,3,5524,5424 
()43: 2,3,5724,6024 
O.(i4 ~ :I. y :I. 000 
() 4 ~::; ~ :I.;J 1 :r. () 0 !J :J. ::.~ () () 
046~ :l~:l.200 
04'7: :I.~:1.30() 
04 n;~ :1. y J400 
049: :I. l' :l..4()0 
050 to, :J. ~7;7::) 
0;:):1.: 0 ~ :1.67~5 
0:::;:;:; Oy:l.'7?!:; 
O!53! () y 207!5 
DATA FOR ~J1EW-BRAIN EXAMPL 
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00:1. ~ :1.:1. y -4 '7~~i v f.) '7:;5 
002 t :1.:1. 9 3?~:; y '77::; 
OO::~ ~ l:l.~' 2,?~~j ~ :'5'7:';; 
004: 1:1. y·4 7::) y 6) '7::;; 
00:':;: :1.:1. y :'57:3 9 '7'7~.'; 
006: :1.:1.,0 
00'7 ~ :I.:l ~ 41'::; y (S'7~5 
oon t :1.:1. y 31':'5 y 7'7:'':; 
OO'? ~ J:L), 27::5 y :'':;7:'':; 
O:l. 0 t :I. :I. l' 41'~:,:,i l' I:> '7:5 
0:1.:1.: l:l.yO 
O:l.;~ t :I.:t.!, 27l~; y ;:i7:::; 
0:1. ~:) i :1. :1. I' -4 7l::; ~ 6) 7::) 
O:I.4~ :l.OOv() 
o 8 
IGURE 11. 
00:1. t :I.:I.!, 2? ::5 !,' :::i?:5 
o () ::.~ t :1.:1. Y ·4 ? ~::; !J <~) ;1 ~::; 
003 t :1.:1. y :':~?::,; y '7'7:::i 
004 ~ :1.:1. y 27:',) y ::,'i7:5 
00::5 t :1.:1. y -4 '1:5967:::; 
006: :1.:1. y :3'7;::; y T7::5 
OO'l t :I. :1. Y 2'7:7; Y :.'.5'?!'5 
OOH ~ :I.:I.!' 4 '7::;!' 67::) 
009: :1.:1. Y :1. '1:::; Y '77:'5 
():I. () ~ :1.:1. ~ ::0:::; y T?::i 
0:1. :I. t :I. :1. Y 2,?'l5 y :,,;7:5 
o :I. 2 t :I. :1. Y 4/" l::; !' () '7 6 
O:l.3t lOOvO 
INPUT SEQU NC 
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4.2. 1 cal Code 
The first time that conditions exist for a 
chemical code to partially synthesised is at t == 20 
(Figure 12). Here neurons 31, 42 and 50 fire for the 
f t time and algorithm D is able to provide M, Land U 
parts for the context SOB co that (hopefully) will reside 
in neuron 55. These :r.1, Land U parts will actually be the 
input SOBs stored in the three integrating neurons 31, 42 
and 50, which have already leaked there from their 
respective inputs. 
In the next firing cycle, t = 21, conditions exist 
·for algorithm A to compl~te this context SOB code. This 
is possib because neuron 12, the prediction neuron with 
potential connection from context 55, is being fired by 
input 3. And at the same time neuron 55 fires (this is 
expected since we have already seen that at least three 
neurons fired into it the cycle before, so its firing 
potential will be above threshold). Therefore the code 
is completed and is given an initial concentration of 1~%8' 
and the potential connection to prediction neuron 12 is 
updated to this value also. Notice that in Figure 13 
which shows the context SOB code concentrations, code 24Q3 
set to its initial value at t == 21. 
4.2.2 How Predictions n 
The effect of updating the connection from 
neuron 55 to neuron 12 first seen at the end of 
neuron 12's first firing burst (t = 30) • Up until t == 28, 
neuron 12 being fired by input 3 which stops at t == 27. 
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FIGURE 12. RESULTS WITH INPUT SEQUENCE A 
At t - 28, contex·t neuron 55 is still firing, but Figure 
shows ·that at this time the SOB concentration of 2l~Q 3 has 
died away to 73 8 , so the s·trength of the connection to 
neuron 12 \vill be set to this value. Since this is below 
threshold (75 8), neuron 12 cannot fire at t = 29, but its 
firing potential remains at 65 8 (738 minus 6 die-away) 
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(see the rules of section 1.2.1). So, when neuron 55 fires 
at t = 29, the firing potential of neuron 12 becomes 
65 8 + 728 = 1478' which is well above threshold. Hence 
neuron 12 fires at t = 30 due to the contex·t SOB code 2 4Q3, 
and its firing potential then becomes zero. 
4.2.3 The Effect of a Code Match 
The same integrating neurons 31, 42 and 50 are also 
connected to context neuron 54, and this context neuron has 
a potential connection to the same prediction neuron as 
context neuron 55, i.e. neuron 12. Hence, conditions exist 
for the same code as in 55, 24Q3, to be synthesised in 
neuron 54 at 6 = 20-21. However, because the code synthesis 
algorithms consider each context neuron in turn, code 24Q3 
has already been completed in neuron 55 before neuron 54 is 
considered. Since these two neurons have po·tential 
connections to the same prediction neuron, algorithm A now 
checks for a code match and, findipg one, rejects the code. 
In fact the algorithm finds a match eight times, until 
t = 29 when neuron 12 does not fire. 
At t = 38-39, integrating neurons 25, 41 and 47 fire, 
follmved by prediction neuron 11, context neuron 54 obtains 
a locally unique code 32P4. 
l~ 4 
4.2.4 Random Choice Between Connections 
- -
Context neuron 60 has two connections from the lower 
layer of integrating neurons: from neurons 36 and 37. If 
algorithm D attempts to partially syn-t.hesise a SOB code for: 
neuron 60, it must take the input SOB stored in a lower-
layer integra-ting neuron that has just fired as the L-part 
of a resulting context code. Hence a random choice must be 
made if there is more than one such integrating neuron, as 
there is here. (However, in this case there is the same 
SOB code 3 in both neurons 36 and 37 so the context SOB 
code is the same whichever of these is chosen.) 
Algorithm Dmakes- this choice several times before 
algorithm A can complete a code for context neuron 60. 
The choice is made from t = 29 - 37, t = 56 - 59, and 
t 92. Algorithm A completes code 13R2 in neuron 60 at 
t ::: 93. 
4.2.5 How a SOB Code Makes a Context Neuron Exclusive 
Integrating neurons which have input SOBs different 
from the part of a context SOB code corresponding to their 
layer (i.e. M, L or V) have no effect on the firing 
potential of that context neuron if they re into it. 
For example, at t = 21, neuron 54 begins a sequence of nine 
firing pulses. At this time it has no context SOB code and 
it is receiving firings from neurons 31, 42 and 50 during 
t = 20 - 28. However, ,,,,hen the same sequence of neurons 
31, 42 and 50 occurs again from t = 47 to t = 55, neuron 54 
does not fire. This is because it now has the context SOB 
code 32P4. Neuron 42 (M-Iayer) has input SOB 2, neuron 31 
(L-Iayer) has SOB 4, and neuron 50 (V-layer) has Q; 
none of these corresponds to its 
in the context SOB code. 
4.2 6 The Ef Leak-Back 
ctive M, L or U part 
Leak-back paths tween context SOB codes are shown 
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in gure 13. The effects of leak-back can be seen in the 
graphs of SOB code concentration. The context SOB code 32P4, 
for examp I was completed at t := 39 to record the fact that 
the context 32P was folloY-led by the event 4. Now when the 
context occurs again, event 4 should be predicted. Hmvever, 
the strength with which it will be predicted will depend on 
the concentration of the context SOB code,32P4 at the time. 
At t = 75, the SOB code 24Q1 is completed. The even't 2 has 
been followed by the event 4 in this context, and this could 
be considered as further justification the prediction of 
event 4 after event 2 by code 32P4. So this 'strengthens' 
the prediction of 4 by 32P and the context SOB code 32P4 
rises correspondingly. This increase in concentration 
itself causes other code concentrations to increase ( 
increases that of 43R2, which increases the concentration of 
24Q3, and so on). Since an increase in the concentration of 
code 32P4 increases the strength of the connection to its 
prediction neuron, this causes the prediction neuron to fire 
more often when the con'text 32P occurs, and this increase in 
the ring rate is transmitted direc,tly to the output. 
Note also that the output neurons are connected back to 
input neurons so tha't the network rece s input pulses as 
a result of its own predictions. Thus it will tend to 
continue flmct:ioning for a time dependent on the threshold 
levels if input sequences are missed out or stop completely. 
1 
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Data A is an example where there is a wrong 
input pattern (t 73 - 81). The sequence of inputs 1 - 4 
is 2,4,3,2,4,3,2,4,1,3,2,4. Notice that final 
prediction at the output (neurons 61 64) is 1 and 3 
with equal streng'th. 
The pre tion of input 3 by neuron 63 between 
6 = 104 ahd t 111 is due to the fact that context neu:r:on 
54 has been given a potential connection to prediction 
neuron 12 as we as to neuron 11. In a practical ne·twork 
the probability such an occurrence would be made 
extremely low. In this example the connection serves to 
illustrate the identification of a code match by the 
program (described in section lJ. 2. 3) • 
Results appear in Figure 14 a run us ing the 
same network structure as described already, but using 
input sequence B of Figure 11. Note that in this case 
part of the expected sequence has been omitted (lines 6 
and 11). The results shm" a tendency the network to' 
47 
I fill in I the missing parts of -the sequence and to carryon 
when the input sequence ends. 
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CHAPTER 5 
J?UTURE DEVEI .. OPHEN'I'S IN HEN~ BRAIN 
At present, all connections between neurons in 
mew-Brain are spe fied for a particular simula on by 
the programmer. However, the simulation of a network 
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containing in the order of 1000 neurons, specifying the 
connections for each neuron would become extremely tedious. 
A possibility in the future is the developmen-t of 
algori-thms tha-I: would make pseudorandom connections between 
specified kinds of neuron in mew-Brain. Not only would 
this Bave a great deal of tedious work, but from a neuro-
physiological point of view is perhaps more reasonable than 
having completely pre-specified connections. A particular 
pseudorandom func-tion could be in-terrogated to speci fy the 
connections betvleen, say I integrating neurons and context 
neurons, while a different function would prescribe 
connections betvleen input neurons and integrating neurons. 
Perhaps these functions could be thought of as performing 
the kinds of tasks -tha-t genes do. From the poin t of view 
of computer simulation, there would be considerable savings 
in memory space if connections did not have to be stored. 
The spatial-sequential nature of mew-Brain contexts 
may lead to interesting possibilities in the construction 
of 'contexts of contexts'. 6utputs context neurons can 
become inputs to another cortical-PUSS, so building up 
la contexts for more sophisticated systems. 
The important problem of implementing a threading 
PUSS using mew-Brain mechanisms is one that has not been 
tackled yet. In PURR-PUSS, a threading PUSS receives 
events only of a certain type, so that its 'window' can 
extend over an indefinite period of time. However, the 
prediction from its presen-t context must be ready at all 
times. The problem in mew-Brain is that predictions begin 
50 
to die away as soon as they are made. Hence the prediction 
from a threading 'cortical PUSS' (the name for a mew~Brain 
network performing the function of a single PUSS) may no 
longer exist when required. 
Solutions to this. problem have been discuss 
* recently. They include: 
(i) storage of the prediction from a threading cortical 
PUSS as a chemical code; 
(ii) the incorporation of reverberating circuits which 
would keep prediction neurons ring until new 
input to cortical puss arrived; 
(iii) the possibility that there may be no equivalent 
t.he threading PUSS in mew-Brain. 
* Andreae, J.H., Dowd, R.B., Webb, O.J. 'A Dual Model 
of the Brain' submi d to The Behavioural and Brain 
Sciences, March 1977. 
CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY 
Mew-Brain, a neurochemical version of the learning 
syst.em PURR-PUSS, has been described. 
An Assembler computer program has been presented 
51 
which enables the simulation of a mew-Brain approximately 
1000 neurons. 
The chemical coding algorithms developed enable 
completely general operation of mew-Brain; codes are 
generated and chemical leak-back occurs as a result of the 
structure of the network simulated and its input sequences 
while in operation. 
Developments which are likely in the future include 
algorithms for the construction of pseudorandom connections, 
the use of higher-level contex·ts by feeding the outputs of 
one 'cortical-PUSS' into another PUSS, and an investigation 
of the problem of threading cortical PUSSes. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1. 
1 • 1 of Mew-Brain Source 
This listing been included to faci tate the 
continuation of work on mew-Brain. The comments in the 
listing describe technical features of -the program. 
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001: * 
002: * 
003: * 
004: * 
005: * 
006: * 
007: * 
008: * 
009: * 
010: * 
011: * 
012: * 
013: * 
014: * 
015: * 
0161 * 
0171 * 
018: * 
019: * 
0201 * 
021: * 
022: * 
023: * 
0241 * 
025: * 
026: * 
027: * 
028: * 
029: * 
030: * 
031: * 
032: * 
033: * 
034: * 
035: * 
036: * 
037: * 
038: * 
039: * 
040: * 
041: * 
042: * 
043: * 
044: * 
045: * 
046: * 
047: * 
048: * 
049: * 
050: * 
051: * 
052: * 
053: * 
054: * 
055: * 
056: 
0571 
058: * 
059: * 
~************ 
* * * MEW-BRAIN * 
* ************* 
R.B.DDWD MARCH '77 
OBJECT FILE OF THIS PROGRAM LOADED FIRST, FOLLOWED 
BY TRAC01, FOLLOWED BY OBJECT FILE OF PROGRAM 'LAST' 
TO GIVE G.I. FILE MEWn. 
SSW A SUPPRESSES ALL OUTPUT 
SSW B PRINTS SOB CONCENTRATIONS 
SSW E PRINTS MARKERS 
MARKERS ARE: 
EVERY FIRING CYCLE 
TEN FIRING CYCLES 
CONTEXT SOB CODE COMPLETED 
LOCAL CODE MATCH FOUND 
RANDOM CHOICE BETWEEN CONNECTIONS 
SUM OF DELTA(LEAKBACK) OVERFLOWS 
LEAKBACK INCREMENT ZERO 
* M 
011 
> 
< 
CHANGE RATES OF DIE-AWAY AND LEAKBACK BY 
CHANGING DELTA(DIE-AWAY) IN 'DELTAD' AND 
DELTA(lEAKBACK) IN 'DELTAL'. 
MEwn STARTS AT '1000. HAVE DATA TAPE SPECIFYING 
NETWORK STRUCTURE POSITIONED IN P.T. READER 
AND READER ON BEFORE STARTING. ORDER OF NEURON 
DATA IS: INPUTS, TYPE 3'S, INPUT NEURONS, LOWER 
LAYER TYPE 2'8,M LAYER TYPE 2'S,U LAYER TYPE2'S, 
TYPE l'S, OUTPUT NEURONS. 
REL 
EXTERN 
o 
BASE1,80BASE 
060: ***** 061: * 
062: *1. SET UP NETWORK 
54 
064: ***** 
066: * 
067: *1.1. READS NO. OF NEURONS AND SETS SIZE OF BLOCKS 
068: * 2 & 3 IN CORE. NOTE SOBASE SPECIFIED ELSEWHERE (IN 
06 1?: * PF(UG. 'LA8T') (~ND Ell, .. OCI< :I. HAG ~3 I ZE 1023 L,IOfi:DS. FI LE 
070: * LAST ALSO SPECIFIEG BASEl. LASTO (OBJECT FILE) 18 
071: >'.< LOADED LAST SO THAT BASEl IS POSITIONED IMMEDIATLEY 
072: * AFTER PROGRAM. 
07::\: * 
074: 
07::) : 
076: NO. OF NEURON8 
on: 
078: 2*NONEUS 
079: 
ODO: 
OH2: 
083: 
OB4: 
OB~d 
006: 
OBn 
oaB: 
OB9: 
090: 
09.1.: 
092: 
0 173 : 
094: 
09::5: 
096: MEMCLR STAyIX EMPTY 
()~n: lCX :I. 
098: J MEMCLR 
,.,. (.2*NClNEUS) 
HASE2+1 
FIRST EMPTY LOCATION 
099: >l<1.2.FlRGT EMPTY LOCATION AFTER BLOCK 3 IS 'MEMLO' 
100: * FOR SUBROUTINE MEMORY WHICH LINKS CORE INTO TWO-
101: * WORD NODES FROM 'MEMLO' TO 'MEMHI'. THI8 SPACE 
102: * (BLOCK 4) CAN THEN BE USED TO CONTAIN LISTS •. 
103: >'.< HIGHEST 'MEMHI' POSSIBLE IS 24y777 SINCE NEXT CELL 
:1.04: * IS 'DATBAS'. 
lOS: LA ME 
:1.06: CALL PRINT 
107: LA HL 
108: CALL PRINT 
109: Lt( () 
110: CALL PRINT 
1.1..1.: LA EMPTY 
1.1.2: CALL WRITE 
113: >I< SUBROUTINE MEMORY ASKS FOR MEMORY AREA WITH 'MEM-', 
114: * OPERATOR TYPES 'MEMLO,MEMHI', 
115: CALL MEMORY 
116: 
U,7: 
lUll 
CLF~ 
ECl 
LA 
.1.19: B~3P 
1.:20: EX 
NT["INE~U 
121: >l<1.3.READS IN DATA FOR EACH NEURON IN TURN. SEQUENCE 
122: * IS: NEURON TYPE, LAYER IF TYPE 2, DESTINATION NEURON 
1?3: * +~rn~ENGTH OF CONNECTION y ••• y ••• y • + • CR 
1?4: * FIRST READS IN NEURON TYPE: 
l?S: NEWNEU L READ1 
1~,~6: L.LS 14 
127: STAyIX BAS2Pl 
:l28: C TYPE2 
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129: 
130: 
BE 
J CNTNU CONTINUE 
131: * LAYER READ IF INTEGRATING NEURON. 
132: L READI 
133: ICX 1 
134: STA,IX BAS2Pl 
135: DCX 1 
136: CNTNU EX DIVIDE BY 2 
137: ARB 1 
138: OR GETBIT 
139: EX 
140: STX STORE 
1411 LArIX EMPTY 
142: STA POINTR 
143: * CONNECTION AND STRENGTH OF CONNECTION DATA 19 
144: * PUSHED ONTO A LIST IN BLOCK 3 AND THE POINTER 
1451 * STORED IN BLOCK 2 FOR EACH NEURON. 
146: MORCON L READI , 
147: CALL PUSH,POINTR 
1481 LA POINTR 
149: LX STORE 
150: STA,IX EMPTY 
. 151: BQE COMMA OR CRT-STORED IN READ1 
152: 
DECREM 
153: 
154: 
15S: 
156: 
157: 
15S: 
159: 
160: * 
1611 * 
1621 ***** 
1631 * 
J 
J 
EX 
ALS 
SSP 
EX 
lex 
J 
DECREM 
MORCON 
1 
2 
,NEWNEU 
MORE CONNS. 
2*(X REG) 
NEW NEURON 
164: *2. LEAKAGE PATHS FOR INPUT SOBS 
165: * 
1661 ***** 
167: * 
168: 12.t.LEAKS FROM SUCCESSIVE INPUTS (SPECIFIED AS 
169: * INPUT NEURONS) TO FIRST NEURON CONNECTED SO LONG 
170: * AS IT IS NOT A CONTEXT NEURON. GOES TO 2.2. IF 
171: * OTHER THAN INPUT NEURON IS NEXT LEAKER. 
172: LX C1 
173: INPNL LA,IX BASEl 
1741 AND TESTYP 
175: r TYPEO 
176: 
1771 
1781 
179: 
180: 
181: 
182: 
183: 
184: 
185: 
1861 
SE 
J 
STX 
lex 
EX 
Af~S 
EX 
LA,IX 
STA 
EX 
LLS 
FINISH 
KEEPX 
1 
1 
BASE2 
POINTR 
2 
(X-REGtl)/2 
187: STA INPSOD INPUT SOB NO 
188: RECSOB CALL 
1891 
190: 
191: 
192: 
193: 
1941 
LRS 
ALS 
EX 
DCX 
LA,IX 
AND 
SCAN,~OINTR,DONE 
6 
1 
1 
BASEl 
TEBTYP 
(2*DEST. NEURON) 
CHECK NOT CONTEXT NEURON 
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195: 
:1.96: 
C 
BNE 
:I. 9'7 : ,.I F~ECSClIl 
1''»8: lex 1 
199: LA.IX BASEl 
200: Of~ INPSOB 
201: STA,IX BASE:I. 
202: J RECeOB 
203: DONE LX KEEPX 
204: lex 2 
F:Ecmm SOBH 
205: J INPNL INPUT NEURON LOOP 
206: *2.2.PREDICTION NEURONS NEXT IN ORDER. DOES NOT LEAK 
207: * TO THESE AS INPUT SODS NEVER NEED TO BE READ FROM 
200: * THEN. 
209: FINISH lex 
210: LA,IX 
2:1.:1.: AND 
2:l2 i C 
213: SNE 
BABI:~:I. 
TEGTYP 
TYPE~~ 
2:1.4: J FINISH 
PREDICTION NEURONS 
2:1.5: *2.3.INPUT NEURONS eTa WHICH INPUTS ARE CONNECTED) 
216: * ARE ON DATA LIST NEXT. CAN NOW LEAK FROM THEM AS INPUT 
217: * SOB WAS STORED IN THEM IN 2.1. OTHER NEURONS FOLLOW 
:n B: * T1··iESE. 
2:1.9: lex 
220: TRNSOB LA,IX 
221: AND 
")"*)Ij t 
.40#. ... 1.._ f' 
22~3 : 
STA 
STX 
:1. 
BABEl 
HLDHCJI~ 
I,EEPBB 
HOLDX 
OTHER INPUT NEURONS 
HOLD SOB 
I<EEP SOB 
CHECI, INPUT 
EX 
SOB NOT LEAKING TO A CONTEXT NEURON. 
.r')"')k~ • 
A'",I,'_ .. J • 
AI:;:S .t 
BASE2 
226: 
227: 
22B: 
::.~2 9 : 
EX 
L.A~IX 
GTA SCNPTR SCAN POINTER 
2:30: 
:;~~51 : 
232: 
23:3 : 
~!34 : 
235: 
2:~6 : 
2:37 : 
2~~8 : 
239: 
240: 
241: 
LEAGOD CA.LL SCAN,SCNPTR,THRU 
LJi:B 
ALS 
EX [lex 
LA,J:X 
AND 
C 
GNE 
.1 
lCX 
LA,IX 
:I. 
BASEl 
TESTYP 
TYP'El 
LEASOB 
1 
BASEl 
242: DR I<EEPBB 
243: STA,IX BASEl 
(2}n:tEBT. NEUfWN) 
CHECK NOT CONTEXT NEURON 
244: J LEASOD LEAK SODS 
245: * TESTS TO GEE WHETHER INPUT BOBG LEAKED FAR ENOUGH. 
246: * DOESN'T NEED TO GO PAST LOWER LAYER INTEGRATING 
247: * NEURONS AS CAN GUARANTEE THAT UPPER g MIDDLE LAYER 
248: * NEURONS WILL LEAK TO CONTEXT NEURONS. THEREFOR 
249: * JUMPS OUT WHEN FIRST M LAYER NEURON ENCOUNTERED. 
250: THRU LX HOLDX 
251: lex 2 
252: LA,IX BASEl 
253: AND TEST LA TEST LAYER 
254: C MLAYER MIDDLE LAYER SOBS. GONE FAR ENOUGH 
2:::i5: SE 
256: J TRNSOB TRANSMIT SOBS 
257: *2.4.INITIALISES FIRING CYCLES. 
258: CAD 
2~:j9 : 
260: 
STA 
S'fA 
BTEF' 
BOBNUM 
57 
261: 
2621 
2631 
LA 
STA 
LA 
M12 
TENCYS 
M120 
TEN CYCLE MARKER 
264: STA NOMARK NO. OF MARKERS 
265: * CLEARS AREA WHERE OUTPUT DATA IS TO BE STORED. 
266: LA NONEUS 
267: ALB 2 
2681 A NONEUS 5*NONEUS 
269: 
270: 
271: CLRCOR 
273: 
274: * 
275: * 
276: ***** 
277: * 
EX 
CLR 
STA,IX 
DCX 
J 
278: *3. INPUT STAGE 
279: * 
280: ***** 
281: * 
DATBAS 
1 
CLRCOR CLEAR CORE 
282: * WHEN PROGRAM PRINTS 'INPUT-' AND PAUSES, POSITION 
283: * INPUT SEQUENCE TAPE IN P,T. READER AND R-S-R. 
284: * SEQUENCE FORMAT IS: NO. OF PULSES, NEURON NO.tSTRENGTH 
285: * OF INPUT, •••• , •••• CR. 
286: LA IN 
287: CALL PRINT 
288: LA PU 
289: CALL PRINT 
290: LA T_ 
291: CALL PRINT 
292: LA CRLF 
293: CALL PRINT 
294: p '3 
295: *3.i.DECIDES WHETHER NEW SEQUENCE REQUIRED. 
296: INPUT LA PULSES 
297: 8 C1 
298: STA PULSES 
299: C CO 
300: SG 
301: J NEWINP NEW INPUT 
302: *3.2.SEARCHS FOR STORED INPUT SEQUENCE DATA (8IT62-7 
303: * OF WORD 1 FOR EACH NEURON IN BLOCK 2) AND UPDATES 
304: * FIRING POTENTIAL OF THOSE NEURONS WITH INPUT DATA. 
30S: LA MTWNEU 
306: SSP 
307: EX 
30e: SEARCH LA,IX 
309: AND 
310: r 
311: 
312: 
313: 
314: 
315: 
316: 
317: 
318: 
319: 
320: 
321: 
SG 
J 
LRS 
STA 
LA,IX 
AND 
C 
SNE 
J 
LA,IX 
A 
BAS2P1 
KEEPIN 
CO 
INCRX 
8 
HOLDIN 
BAS2Pl 
TESTYP 
TYPE1 
INCRX 
BAS2P1 
HOLDIN 
322: STA,IX BAS2Pl 
323: INCRX lex 2 
324: J SEARCH 
325: J INCREM 
KEEP INPUT DATA 
HOLD INPUT 
326: *3.3.READS NEW INPUT SEQUENCE FROM P.T. CLEARS OLD 
58 
327: * SEQUENCE FIRST. 
328: NEWINP LA MTWNEU 
329: 
330: 
3311 CLEOLD 
332: 
333: 
334: 
335: 
336: 
337: 
SSP 
EX 
LA,IX 
AND 
C 
SNE 
J 
LA,IX 
AND 
BAS2Pl 
TESTYP 
TYPE1 
MISCON 
BAS2P1 
ZEROIN 
33a: STA,IX BAS2Pl 
339: MISCON lex 2 
ZERO INPUT 
340: J ClEOLD CLEAR OLD INPUT 
341: * READS NO. OF PULSES OF THE NEW SEQUENCE. 
342: 'L READ! NEW INPUT SEQUENCE 
343: STA PULSES 
344: * READS NEURON NO. + STRENGTH OF INPUT AND STORES. 
345: MOROAT L READ1 DEST&STR DATA 
346: EO 
347: 
348: 
349: 
350: 
351: 
3521 
3531 
354: 
355: 
356: 
357: 
358: 
359: 
360: 
361: 
3621 
363: 
364: 
365: 
366: 
367: 
368: 
369: * 
370: * 
371: ***** 
3721 * 
STA 
CLR 
LLD 
C 
SNE 
J 
ALB 
s 
EX 
CLR 
lLD 
BTA 
lLS 
A 
STA 
LAyIX 
A 
STA,IX 
lA 
SAE 
SKU 
J 
ClEST 
10 
CO 
INCREM 
1 
Cl 
6 
HOLD 
8 
HOLD 
HOLD 
BASEl 
HOLD 
BASEl 
CTEST 
MORDAT 
373: *4. INCREMENT STAGE 
374: * 
375: ***** 376: * 
COMMA TEST 
(2*NO. OF NEURON)-1 
INCREMENT STAGE 
MORE DATA 
377: *4.1.CHECKS WHETHER TIME TO PRINT COMPUTED RESULTS 
378: * (AFTER 80 CYCLES). IF NOT TIME. USES STEP NO. 
379: * TO DECIDE WHICH BIT WILL BE SET OUT OF THE 80 
380: * IN THE 5 WORDS ALLOCATED FOR EACH NEURON. IF THAT 
381: * NEURON FIRES THIS CYCLE. 
382: INCREM ClR 
383: EQ 
384: LA 
385: 
386: 
387: 
388: 
S 
LRD 
C 
8L 
STEP 
Cl 
4 
C5 
389: J OUTPUT PRINT OUTPUT 
390: STA WRDNUM WORD NUMBER 
391: * BIT SET WILL BE IN THIS ONE OF THE 5 WORDS. 
392: elk 
59 
393: 
394: 
LLD 
AOA 
4. 
395: STA SHIFT1 
396: * THE REQUIRED BIT WILL BE POSITIONED IN BIT 15 
397: * OF THE ACCUM. IF THE WORD CHOSEN ABOVE IS SHIFTED 
398: * 'SHIFT!' PlACE~ FROM THE Q-REGISTER. 
399: lA C20 
400: S SHIFT1 
401: STA SHIFT2 
402: * THE WORD WILL THEN NEED TO BE SHIFTED 'SHIFT2' 
403: * PLACES TO RETURN IT ENTIRELY TO THE ACCUM. 
404: ADM STEP 
405: LX NONE US 
406: *4.2.INCREMENTS FIRING POTENTIALS OF DESTINATION 
407: * NEURONS IF SOURCE NEURON FIRED,CDIT 0 IN CELLS 
408: * OF BLOCK 3 SET IF NEURON FIRED IN lAST CYCLE). 
409: * FIRST CHECKS IF NEURON FIRED AND RESETS BIT IF SO. 
410: INLOOP LA,IX BASE2 
4111 SKN 
412: J DECRX 
413: SSP 
414: STA,IX BASE2 
415: STA POINTR STORE SCAN POINTER 
416: STX KEEPX . 
417: * FINDS NEURONS 
418: * UPDATES THEIR 
419: Be lOOP CALL 
TO WHICH IT IS CONNECTED AND 
FIRING POTENTIALS. 
SCAN,POINTR,NOCONS 
420: EQ 
421: CLR 
422: LLD 
423: ALS 
424: EX 
425: GLR 
10 
1 
426: LLD 6 
427: BTA STOREA 
428: *4.2.1.DO[8 NEURON CONNECTED HAVE A COMPLETE 
429: * CONTEXT SOB COnE? 
430: LA,IX BA~E1 
431: DCX 1 
432: SKP 
433: J CONTST CONTEXT TE8T 
434: * NO. CONTINUE AS NORMAL. 
435: FALSE LA,IX BASEl 
436: A STOREA 
437: STA,IX BASEl 
438: J BelOOP SCAN LOOP 
439: * THIS PART OF THE ROUTINE STOPS UPDATE OF 
440: * FIRING POTENTIAL FROM INTEGRATING NEURON 
441: * TO CONTEXT NEURON WITH COMPLETE SOB CODE 
442: * IF INPUT SOB IN INTEGRATING NEURON IS NOT 
443: * THE SAME AS PART OF SOB CODE IN CONTEXT 
444: * NEURON CORRESPONDING TO INTEGRATING 
4451 * NEURON'S LAYER. 
446: * FIRST CHECKS IT IS CONTEXT NEURON. 
447: CONTST LA,IX BASEl 
448: AND TESTYP 
449: C TYPE1 
450: 
4511 
SE 
J FALSE 
4521 * 
453: 
454: 
455: 
456: 
457: 
458: 
STORES SOB 
lex 
LA,IX 
AND 
BTA 
DCX 
STX 
ADDRESS FOR THIS CONTEXT NEURON. 
1 
BASEl 
KPADRS 
CONSAD 
1 
HOLDX 
CONSTRUCT ADDRESS 
NEURON CONNECTED TO 
60 
LA 
~LS 
s 
EX 
KEEPX 
1 
C1 
CONNECTER 459: 
460: 
461: 
462: 
4631 * 
464: 
4651 
466: 
467: 
468: 
4691 
CHECKS CONNECTER IS INTEGRATING. 
470: * 
471: 
472: 
473: 
474: 
475: 
476: 
477: * 
478: 
479: 
LA,IX BASEl 
AND TESTYP 
C TYPE2 
SE 
J 
lex 
INCONT 
1 
STORES INPUT SOB. 
LA,IX BASEl 
EQ 
LLD 6 
CLR 
LLD 8 
BTA INPSOB 
CONSTRUCTS ADDRESS. 
CLR 
LLD 2 
INCREMENT CONTINUE 
INPUT SOB 
480: * CHANGES I-Oy2-1,3-2 AND POSITIONS RESULT ABOVE 
481: * ADDRESS BITS. 
482: 
483: 
484: 
485: 
486: 
487: 
488: 
489: 
4901 
491: 
492: 
~93: 
494: 
495: 
496: 
497: 
INcaNT 
NOGONS 
DECRX 
C 
SNE 
A 
LRS 
LlS 
A 
EX 
LAyIX 
C 
BE 
J 
LX 
J 
lX 
DCX 
J 
498: ADM 
499: * PRINTS MARKER 
C3 
Cl 
1 
B 
CONSAn 
SOBASE 
INPSOB 
selOOP 
HOLDX 
FALSE 
KEEPX 
1 
INLOOP 
TENCYS 
EVERY CYCLE. 
INCREMENT LOOP 
500: J PCOLON PRINT COLON 
501: * PRINTS MARKER FOR EVERY 10 CYCLES. 
502: LA 
503: aTA 
504: LA 
505: L 
506: J 
507: PCOLON LA 
508: L 
509: J 
5101 * 
511: 
* 
M12 
.TENCYB 
SMICLN 
MARKER 
FIRING 
COLON 
MARKER 
FIRING 
TEN CYCLES 
CYCLE MARKER 
512: 4.3.PRINTS COMPUTED DATA IN GRAPHIC DISPLAY. 
513: 
5141 
515: 
516: 
517: 
51~: 
519: 
520: 
* PAUSES BEFORe OUTPUT FOR POSITIONING OF DECWRITER 
* PAPER AND/OR CHANGING SSW A STATUS. 
OUTPUT P '10 
SSW A 
SKU 
J 
LA 
CALL 
NONour 
CRLF 
PRINT 
NON OUTPUT 
5211 * MARKS OFF 
L 
HORIZONTAL AXIS. 
522: 
523: 
524: 
LA 
BTA 
DOTTED 
Cll 
MARKS 
61 
525: * 'DATBAS~ IS BEGINNING OF OUTPUT DATA BLOCK 
:'i2cd * IN COI~E. 
:527: LA DATBAS 62 
528: S C1 
529: aTA START 
530: CAO 
531: alA NEURNO 
532: * NEW LINE AND PRINTS NEURON NO. ON VERTICAL AXIS. 
533: NXTNEU LA CRLF 
534: CALL PRINT 
535: LA NEURNO 
536: CALL WRITE 
: LA N5 
538: aTA ~ORDS 
539: * EXA~INES EACH WORD AFTER 'DATBAS' IN TURN,PRINTING 
5401 * A DOT FOR EVERY POSITION FOR WHICH THERE IS A 
541: * LOGICAL 1.(PRINTS COMMA FOR EVERY 10 DOTS OR BLANKS). 
542: NEWWRD ADM START 
543: LA,I START 
544: STA KEPT 
545: LX G17 
546: DLOOP LA KEPT 
547: EO 
548: CLR 
549: LLD 1 
550: EQ 
~551 : 
r55~~ : 
~7;~:;:3 : 
554: 
~:j55: 
!5~56 : 
~5~57 : 
f:'i58 : 
~159 : 
t3601 
~)61 : 
~:562 : 
:'563: i'1 A I:;: 1< 
:564 : 
t3b5: BACK 
::)66 : 
:567 : 
568: 
STA 
Ell 
C 
~3E 
J 
L.A 
C 
SNE 
,.I 
L.A 
CALL 
J 
L.A 
CALL 
Lfi 
C 
SG 
LA 
569: S 
570: STA 
~)71: Iiex 
572: J 
573: CLR 
574: STAvI 
~:j75: ADM 
:576: J 
577: * CHECKS THAT 
578: LA 
:579 : 
580: 
581: 
583: 
C 
BL 
,J 
AOM 
J 
584: BLANI< LA 
CALL 
,) 
585: 
~586 : 
~:'i87 : 
58B: 
589: 
590: 
* HDRIZONTAL 
)/:. F\ETUI~NS TO 
CMPUT LA 
CALL 
I<EPT 
Cl 
F.lLANI< 
MMi:KB 
CO 
MAfi:K 
DDT 
PRINT 
:€lACK 
C2~)4 
PRINT 
NAF.:KB 
CO 
C:l.2 
Cl 
MARKS 
:1: 
DLOOP 
START 
~JORDB 
NEWt,JlW 
HIGHEST NUMBERED NEURON NOT EXCEEDED. 
NEUI:;:ND 
NONEUS 
CNPUT 
NEURNO 
NXTNEU 
SPACE 
PfUNT 
BACK 
AXIS AGAIN. INITIALISES STEP AND 
COMPUTATION AFTER PAUSE. 
CI:~LF 
PfUNT 
~591 : 
!~~92 : 
59:~ : 
::594 : 
r595 t NONOUT 
596: 
~:i97 t 
:598 : 
599: 
.s00: 
60(f}: ik 
002: * 
003: ***** 004: * 
L. 
LA 
CALL 
F' 
CAD 
!HtJ 
LA 
STA 
,j 
005: *5. FIRING STAGE 
006: * 
00'7: ***** 
OOS: * 
009: F Un: NO LA 
010: SSP 
O:L:I. : EX 
012: FRLOOP CLR 
013: EO 
DOTTED 
CRLF 
PHINT 
1'7 
STEP 
1-1120 
NOl'lAm< 
1 NCf<Ei'1 
i'lTl~NEU 
014: * JUMPS TO 'ZEROFC' FOR NON-INTEGRATING NEURONS. 
Ol5: 
016: 
oPt 
018: 
01.9: * 
020: * 
021: * 
* 
0 '1'1 • A .... J!,.. + 
O~~;3 : 
ON: 
() 2;5 : 
026: 
027: 
O~~8 : 
029: 
O~30 : 
O~H : 
03:2 : 
033: 
HI<N 
,j 
lex 
BAB2Pl 
ZEROFC 
:L 
ZERO FIC, NEURON 
THESE ARE INTEGRATING NEURONS. CHECKS IF THEY HAVE 
A FIRING COUNT AND GOES TO 'ZEROFC' IF NOT. 'NZERFC' 
DECREASES THEIR FIRING COUNT BY 1 IF NOT ZERO, THEN 
THEY t.JILL FIf\E. 
L.AvIX BAH2Pl 
EO 
LL.D b 
C CO 
SE 
,..I [lex 
eLI, 
EO 
LA,IX 
,j 
NZLF\FC 
:t 
NONZERO FIRING COUNT 
034: NZERFC S 
BA82Pl 
ZEFWFC 
Cl 
035: 
0~;6 : 
0~37 : 
0~38: * 
039: 
LLD 
STAdX 
Dex 
NEUI\ON WILL 
,.I 
10 
BA821:'1 
:L 
.oEFINATEL..Y FI,\E. 
FII\E 
040: ZEFWFC 
041: 
EG 
LL.D 
E(~ 042: 
04:3: 
044: * 
045: * 
046: 
047: 
048: 
049: )/( 
0:50: * 
O~):I.: * 
052: * 
053: 
O~)'i : 
055: 
05(.d 
U~S 8 
ANY NEURON WITH ZERO FIRING COUNT FIRES IF ITS 
F I r\ I NG POTENT I AI... IS (.)X30\)E THREBHO!,.D. 
C THRESH 
SG 
TFPRED TEST. FOR F.P. REDUCE NON FIRE ,.I 
NELJI:;:()N WI L.L 
INTEm~ATING 
FClUND. 
DEFINATELY FIRE. AL.SO TESTS FOR 
NEURON AND SETS INITIAL COUNT IF ONE 
IN BDTH CASEH 
Ell 
L..F(S 
C 
SE 
FIRING POTENTIAL SET TO ZERO. 
(.) 
C2 
63 
05'7! 
05f:li 
0~i9 : 
060: 
06:1.: 
062: 
06:,: FPOFIF\ 
064: 
.j 
lex 
LAvlX 
A 
STA,IX [lex 
LAvIX 
AND 
FF'OFIR 
:1. 
B(~S:~P 1 
INTIC 
IMS2F'1 
1 
;01') s;>. p i 
FPZEF\O 
065: STA,IX BAS2P1 
066: FIRE STX STOREX 
F.P.''''O & FIRE 
INTEGRATION FIRING COUNT 
INT. INITI~L COUNT 
ZEFW F ,P. 
067: * CHANGES NO. IN X-REGISTER INTO (NEURON FIRED-i). 
068: EX 
06(7: BSN 
070: ARB 1 
071: A NONEUS 
072: STA NFIRED NEURON FIRED - 1 
073: * 'DATBAS' IS THE DATA BASE- LOWEST CELL OF BLOCK 
074: * IN CORE IN WHICH OUTPUT DATA STORED. WHEN A 
075: * NEURON FIRES, APPROPRIATE BIT OF APPROPRIATE WORD 
076: * IS SET. 'DATBAS'+[S*(NEURON FIRED-l)] GIVES 
077: * ADDRESS OF BEGINNING OF 5-WORD BLOCK FOR THIS 
078: * NEURON. ADDS TO THIS 'WRDNUM'CEITHER 1,2,3,OR 4), 
079: * FOUND IN 4.1 OF THIS CYCLE, TO GIVE ADDRESS OF 
080: * WORD IN WHICH BIT WILL BE SET. THEN CHANGES 
081: * SHIFT INSTRUCTION LABELLED 'POSITN',USING 'SHIFT1' 
082: * FOUND IN 4.1 OF THIS CYCLE SO THAT RIGHT BIT OF 
083: * THIS WORD IS POSITIONED IN BIT 15 OF ACcuM. AND 
084: * CAN BE SET TO 1.'SHIFT2' DOES SIMILAR. TO MOVE 
085: * THE l,JOFW cmlPLETELY FROM Q""F(ECHf:lTH( TO ACCUM. so 
086: * IT CAN BE STORED OTHERWISE UNCHANGED IN ADDRESS 
087: * IT CAME FROM. 
OBf:l: ALS ::>. *::'i 
089: A NFIRED 
090: A BATBAS 
091: A WRDNUM 
092: * THIS IS CORRECT WORD. 
093: STA ADDRES 
094: * CHANGES LLD INSTRUCTION. 
095: LA POSITN POSITION 
096: AND SHFTO 
097: A SHIFTl 
098: STA POSITN 
099: LA MOVOUT MOVE OUT 
100: AND SHFTO 
101: ASHIFT2 
102: STA MOVOUT 
103: * POSITIONS WORD IN WHICH BIT TO BE SET. 
104: LA,! ADORES 
105: EQ 
106: cu~ 
107: POSITN LLD 0 
1 ()n : MJA 
109: MOVOUT LLD 0 
110: * STORES IT WITH RIGHT BIT CHANGED. 
111: STA,I ADDRES 
112: * SETS TAG IN BLOCK 3 TO SHOW NEURON FIRED THIS 
1131 * CYCLE. (TAG HELD FOR ONE CYCLE ONLY). 
114: LX NFIRED 
115: LA,IX BAS2P1 
116: SSN 
:1.17: 
:1.113 : 
ST(.~. IX 
LX 
11.9: FPRED CU( 
120: En 
BAS:J,P 1 
!:IT@EX 
121: * REDUCES FIRING POTENTIAL. 
122: LA.IX BAS2P1 
64 
123: 
124: 
EQ 
LLD B 
125: BTA SAVEIN SAVE BITS 
126: EQ 
127: LRD B 
128: C CO 
129: SNE 
130: J OUT 
131: * SUBTRACTS DIE-AWAY IF GREATER THAN LOWER LIMIT. 
132: S DECAY 
133: C LIMIT 
134: 
135: 
136: 
137: 
138: 
139: 
140: 
SGE 
CLR 
EQ 
LLD 
CLR 
LA 
LLD 
8 
SAVEIN 
8 
141: BTA.IX BAS2Pl 
142: J OUT 
1431 TFPRED EQ 
1441 * ONLY NEURONS WITH ZERO FIRING COUNT AND FIRING 
145: * POTENTIAL LESS THAN 'fHRESHOLD GET HERE. 
146: LRD 6 
147: C C1 
148: * FIRING POTENTIAL REDUCED ONLY IF INTEGRATING 
149: * OR PREDICTION NEURON~_ OTHERWISE FIRING POTENTIAL 
150: * SET TO ZERO. 
151: SLE 
152: J FPRED F.P. REDUCE, NON FIRE 
153: LLD 6 F.P.=O 
154: LLS 8 
155: BTA9IX BAS2Pl 
156: OUT ICX 2 
157: J FRLOOP FIRING LOOP 
15B: * 
159: * 
160: ******* 
161: ** FOR FOLLOWING FOUR SECTIONS ALL COMMENT NUMBERING 
162: ** FOLLOWS THAT OF ALGORITHMS IN TEXT, 
163: ******* 164: * 
165: * 
166: * 
167: ***** 
168: * 
169: *6. ALGORITHM A: CONTEXT SOB CODE COMPLETION. 
170: * 
171: ***** 172: * 
173: *A.THIS ALGORITHM ATTEMPTS TO FIND THE 'P' PART OF 
174: * A CHEMICAL CODE AND HENCE COMPLETE IT. CONTEXT 
175: * NEURONS FOR WHICH A CONTEXT FIRED THIS CYCLE ARE 
176: * EXAMINED TO SEE IF M,L,AND U PARTS OF A POSSIBLE 
177: * CODE WERE FOUND FOR THEM IN ALGORITHM D OF THE 
1781 * LAST CYCLE. IF SOpTHE CODE FOR THIS CONTEXT 
179: * NEURON MAY BE COMPLETED HERE. THE CODE IS COMPLETED 
180: * IF A PREDICTION NEURON TO WHICH THE CONTEXT NEURON 
181: * HAS A POTENTIAL CONNECTION ALSO FIRES THIS CYCLE, 
182: * AND IF THE COMPLETE CODE OBTAINED IS LOCALLY UNIQUE. 
183: LX NONEUS 
184: *A.l.CHECKS NEURON N JUST FIRED. 
185: CODCOM LA9IX BASE2 
186: SKN FtND NEURON JUST FIRED 
1871 J DECRX1 
18S: SSP 
65 
eTA STPNTR 
STX HOLDX 
189: 
190: 
191: 
192: 
193: 
194: 
195: 
196: 
197: 
198: 
199: 
*A.2.CHECKS N IS CONTEXT NEURON. 
EX 
ALS 1 
S Cl 
EX 
LA,IX 
AND 
SE 
BASEl 
TESTYP 
TYPEl 
200: J RETRY 
IS IT CONTEXT? 
201: *A.3.CHECKS N HAS M,L,AND U TAGS. 
202: ICX 1 
203: LA,IX BASEl 
204: 
205: 
SKP 
J RETRY 
NO P-TAG? 
2061 AND KPTAGS KEEP TAGS 
207: C MLUTAG 
208: SE 
209: J RETRY 
2101 STX CONTX FOR CONTEXT NEURON 
211: *A.4.SCANS CONNECTIONS OF N. 
212: seAND CALL SCAN,STPNTRvRETRY 
213: * RETURNS WITH ceE), 
214: *A.4.1.N CONNECTED TO PREDICTION NEURON P? 
2151 
216: 
217: 
218: 
219: 
LRS 
Sf A 
ALB 
s 
EX 
LAvIX 
AND 
C 
BE 
6 
CNECTD· 
1 
C1 
BASEl 
TESTYP 
TYPE3 
J SCAND 
lex 1 
LArIX B~S~1 
AND HLDSOB 
LRS 2 
STA KEEPSB 
*A.4.2.HAS P JUST FIRED? 
LX CNECTD 
LAvIX BASE2 
SKN 
J SCAND 
IS IT PREDICTION? 
KEEP INPUT BOB 
220; 
221: 
2221 
223: 
224: 
225: 
226: 
227: 
228: 
229: 
230: 
231: 
232: 
233: 
234: 
235: 
2361 
237: 
238: 
239: 
240: 
241: 
242: 
*A.4.3.STORES 
LX 
LA,IX 
AND 
BTA 
OR 
P-PART OF 
CONTX 
BASE1 
KPADRS 
HLDADR 
PBLOCK 
CONTEXT SOB CODE. 
HOLD PRESENT ADDRESS 
EX 
LA KEEPSB 
243: STA,IX SO BASE _ 
244: *A.4.4.CHECKS LOCAL UNIQUENESS. THIS MEANS CONSIDERS 
245: * WHETHER SAME CODE AS FOUND HERE IS STORED IN 
246: * ANOTHER CONTEXT NEURON M WITH POTENTIAL CONNECTION 
247: * TO SAME PREDICTION NEURON P CONSIDERED HERE. 
248: LX TNONEU 
249: UNIQUE EX 
250: C CONTX 
251: SNE 
252: * MISSES NEURON N. 
253: 
254: EX 
C2 
66 
~~~. ,~J. *A.4.4.2.CHECKS NEURON M HAS P-TAG. 
256: 
257: 
LA,IX BASEl P-TAG SET? 
258: 
259: 
GKN 
J 
DCX 
DECRX3 
1 
260: 
261: 
*A.4.4.1.CHECKS 
LA.IX 
AND 
M IS CONTEXT NEURON. 
262: 
lex 
C 
SE 
J 
BASEl 
TESTYP 
1 
TYPE1 
DECRX3 
STX STOREX 
CHECK CONTEXT 
263: 
2641 
265: 
266: 
267: 
268: *A.4.4.3.SEARCHS FOR CONNECTIONS TO NEURON P. 
269: 
270: 
271: 
272: 
EX 
ARB 
EX 
LA,IX 
SBP 
1 
BASE2 
BTA BTPNTR 
273: 
274: 
275: FNDPRD CALL SCAN,STPNTR,RETURN 
* RETURNS WITH C(F). 276: 
277: 
278: 
279: 
280: 
281: 
282: 
283: 
284: 
285: 
286: 
287: 
288: 
289: 
290: 
291: 
* CONTINUES ONLY IF A NEURON CONNECTED TO M IS P. 
LRB 
C 
BE 
J 
6 
CNEtTD 
FNDPRD FIND PREDICTION NEURON 
*A.4.4.4.COMPARES CODES OF NAND M. 
LX STOREX 
LA.IX BASEl 
AND KPADRS 
STA CMPADR 
292: 
293: 
294: 
295: 
296: 
EX 
LA,IX 
STA 
LA 
EX 
LA.IX 
STA 
C 
SE 
J 
SOBABE 
COMPRD 
HLDADR 
SOBASE 
HELD 
COMPRD 
RETURN 
297: * H-PARTS OF CODES MATCH. 
298: UNLOOP LA CMPADR 
299: AC400 
300: STA CMPADR 
301: EX 
302: LA,IX 
303: STA 
304: LA 
305: A 
306: STA 
307: EX 
30e: LA,IX 
SlA 
C 
BE 
SOBABE 
COMPRD 
HLDADR 
C400 
HLDADR 
BOBASE 
HELD 
COMPRD 
RETURN 
CMPADR 
C1400 
COMPARED ADDRESS 
UNIQUE SO FAR 
UNIQUE SO FAR 
TESTED FAR ENOUGH? 
309: 
310: 
311: 
312: 
313: 
314: 
315: 
316: 
J 
LA 
C 
SGE 
J UNLOOP UNIQUE TEST LOOP 
317: * 
318: 
319: 
320: 
HAS FOUND 
LA 
L 
J 
MATCH BETWEEN H,L,U AND P PARTS. 
H CODE MATCH 
MARKER 
BeAND 
67 
:-521 : 
322: 
:'~2:3 : 
r:~ETt_mN - LX BTOf~EX 
DECRX3 DCX 2 
J UNIQUE 
:"524 : 
:'52~:-; : 
:32b: 
*A.4.5.8E15 P-TAG AND INITIAL SOB CODE CONCENTRATION. 
:-:l~~7 : 
:32B: 
~529 : 
:,:30 : 
~Bl ! 
:-B2: HElI:;;Y 
:B3: DECF~X1. 
~~3(~}: * 
3::l:?: ~~**)/(* 
3::m: )/( 
LX CONTX 
L.A PI X lIAt;!::: 1 
AND KEEPU 
aBN 
STtl,IX 
LA 
I... 
LX [lex 
,J 
r:H~GE:L 
8Tl'1l:;; 
1'1f'lfH,ER 
HOL.DX 
:1. 
CODeOM 
SET INITIAL 80B CONC 
SET P--TAG. 
CODE CO~iPI_ .. ETION 
339: *7. ALGORITHM B: WIPE TAGS FOR CODES NOT COMPLETED 
:34(): :/< 
34;:_~ : - * 
343: *B.IF CODE FOR A NEURON N FAILED TO BE COMPLETED IN 
344: * ALGORITHM A, THEN ANY OF M,L,AND U TAGS SET IN 
:-54~::;: * I_Jl~rr FH([NG CYCL.E i'1I.JflT BE ~HPED Tel ALLm) NE!,) 
346: * ATTEMPT AT flYNTHESIfl IN ALGORITHM D THIS CYCLE. 
347: LX TNONEU 
348: *B.l.CHECKG N IS CONTEXT NEURON. 
349: WIPTAG DCX 1 
330: LA,IX BASEl 
3;jj_: lex 1 
332: AND TESTYP 
353: C TYPE1 
3;:i4 : 
~3~) r~j : 
SE 
,j DECF~X4 
3561 *B.2.CHECKS NO P-TAG. 
357: LA.IX BASE:L 
3513: 
:359 : 
m,p 
,J 
360: *B.3.WIPES TAGS. 
DECf~X4 
361: AND KPREST 
362: STA,IX BASE:L 
363: DECRX4 Dex 2 
364: J WIPTAG 
365: 
G()1i: ik 
0021 * 
003: U*** 
004: )/( 
l>HPE TAGS 
005: *8. ALGORITHM C: LEAK-BACK OF CODES 
006: :{( 
OO?I ***** OOD: )/( 
009: *C.l.THlfl PART OF THE ALGORITHM FINDS LEAK-BACK 
OlO: >:< PATHS FOR EACH NEURON N AND THE AMOUNT OF THE 
011: * LEAK-BACK FOR EACH PATH FOUND. 
012: LX TNONEU 
013: *C.1..2.CHECKS P-TAG SET. 
014: LEAKER LA,IX BASE:L 
015: 
016: 
Ol7: 
OHI: 
nl,N 
,J 
STX 
Dex 
DECRX7 
HOLDX 
1 
LEAKEH 
019: *C.l.1.CHECKfl N IS CONTEXT NEURON. 
020: LA,IX BASE:L 
0211 lGX 1 
68 
O~~2 : 
023: 
AND 
C 
O~?4: BE 
TEBTYP 
TYPEl 
025: J DECRX7 
0261 *C.l.3.FINDS NEURON M TO WHICH LEAKBACK PATH EXISTS. 
027: LX JNONEU 
0281 *C.l.3.2.CHECKS M HAS COMPLETED CODE. 
029: LEAKEE LA.IX BASEl 
0~W: SI,N 
03:L: J 
03~~: STX 
0331 *C.l.3.1.CHECKS M 
0~:14 : 
03:'5 : 
0;36 : 
0:37 : 
o;m: 
[lex 
LA~IX 
lex 
AND 
c 
039: BE 
DECRX6 
I,EEPX 
IS CONTEXT 
t 
BABEl 
:l 
TESTYP 
TYPEl 
040: J DECRX6 
041: * CHECKS M NOT EQUAL TO N. 
()4~~: EX 
()43: C HOLDX 
0441 SNE 
0451 J NOMTCH 
046: EX 
NFUFWN. 
047: *C.l.3.3.18 THERE AN L-P MATCH? 
048: LA,IX BASEl 
949: AND KPADRS 
050: STA HELD - LEAKEE BASIC ADR. 
0511 * FINDS P-PART OF CODE FOR M. 
052: OR PBLOCK 
0531 EX 
054: 
055: 
0~56 : 
057: 
0:58 : 
LA,IX SOSABE 
STA COMPRD 
LX HOLDX 
LAvIX BASEl 
AND KPADRS 
LEAKEE p· .. ·PAr~T 
059: 
060: * 
STA KEPT LEAKER BASIC ADR. 
FINDS L-PART OF CODE FOR N. 
06:1.: 
06~1 : 
06;H 
0/;4: 
065: 
066: 
OR LBLOCK 
EX 
LAdX 
C 
BE 
J 
~:lfJBASE 
COMPRD 
NClMTCH NO L"P HATCH 
067: *C.l.3.4.IS THERE ALSO AN M-L MATCH? 
068: LA HELD 
069: * FINDS L-PART OF CODE Fem N. 
070 : ()I~ 
07:1: EX 
072: LApIX 
073: STA 
074: LX 
075: LAyIX 
()76: C 
077: BE 
L.BLOCK 
SCJBABE 
CDI'IPRD 
KEPT 
SOBASE 
COMPRD 
078: J NOMTCH 
079: * POSSIBLE PATH FOUND. 
LEAKEE L PAra 
NO M-L NATCH 
080: *C,1.3.5.CHECKB DELTA(CONC»O. 
OBI: LX KEEPX 
082: 
083: 
OB4: 
085: 
08b: 
OB7: 
L.AvIX 
t:iND 
STA 
LX 
LA~IX 
AND 
BASE:!. 
KEEPCN 
HOLD 
HOLDX 
BASEl 
KEEF'CN 
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OBB: 
08?: 
0 1,0 : 
c 
5G 
HOL.D 
CO 
091: J NOMTCH 
092: LRS 8 
093: STA HOLD [CONCCLEAKER)-CONCCLEAKEE)] 
094: * 'PROBABILISTIC LEAKBACK".ADDS DELTACLEAKDACK) 
0951 * IF SAMPL.E OF A RANDOM NO.('HOLD'. 
OW.): >i<C.:L.:5, 6. ADD DELTA C LEAI\DI~CI<) TD PHEEENT f:lUM OF 
097: * DELTACLEAKBACK)? 
098: CLR 
099: STA STORE 
100: * ATTEMPTS FIVE SMALL INCREMENTS. 
10:1.: LA N~:j 
102: 
:1.0:5: DELOOP 
:1.04: 
:I.()~H 
106: 
H)7! 
STA 
L 
AND 
C 
m ..
HOL.DIN 
F~ANDOM 
F~AN(JE 
HOL.D 
,J UPI,JDG 
:1.08: * 
109: 
DECREASES SIZE OF 'HOLD'. 
:1.1 0 : 
111: 
U2: 
11.3: 
U.4: 
LA HOLD 
C DELTAL 
SG 
,.1 CNTNU1 
S DELTAL 
GTA HOLD 
NO UPDATE 
UPDATE BY DELTAI .. 
l:L5: 4'< 
:L :1.6: 
:l17 : 
1Hl! 
'STORE' INCREASES BY DELTAL. 
LA ·SHmE· 
:l :1. 9: UPWDB 
A DELIAL 
BIA 
AOM 
"I 
J 
r.HOI~E 
HOLDIN 
DE LOOP 
CNTNU;', 
DELTA LOOP .120: 
1.21: 
122-: 
:1.2:3 : 
124: 
:l25: 
:1.26 : 
127: 
128: 
129: 
* ,JUHPf:) OUT AS 
CNTNUl A 
'HOLD' WOULD BE ZERO NEXT TIME. 
STORE UPDATE BY HOLD «DELTAL) 
~lTA i;;TOF~E 
*C.:I..3.7.ADDS TO PRESENT SUM OF DELTA(LEAKBACK). 
CNTNU3 L.X I,I::EPX 
1 
B(%SEl 
1 :30 : 
.131 : 
:J.3:~ : 
:1.33 : 
DGX 
LAdX 
EO 
LtD 
eLf( 
LUI .6 
l!!t inOF,E 
1 :~4: * 
1:3~3: * 
:1.36 : 
137: 
1:58 : 
PRINTS HARKER IF SUM 
o\!EfWLDWS. 
139: 
140: 
141: 
142: CNTNU:? 
143: 
144: 
:1.45: NOI1TCH 
141): DECRX6 
147: 
C (;77 
BG 
J CNTNU2 
LA GTRTHN 
L MARKER 
L.A cn 
I.. I ... II B 
Dri: TYPE1 
STA 9 IX HABE! 
L.X I\EEPX [lex ~~ 
J LEAKEE 
148: LX HOLDX 
149: DECRX7 DCX 2 
150: J LEAKER 
1 ... EAl\r~ACI\ 
OF DELTACLEAKBACK) 
151: *C.2.THIS PART OF THE ALGORITHM UPDATES THE SOB-CODE 
:1.52: * CONCENTRATION OF N BY THE AMOUNT IN SUM OF DELTA 
153: * (LEAKBACK) AND UPDATES CONTEXT NEURON - PREDICTION 
70 
154: * NEURON STRENGTH OF CONNECTION. 
155: LX TNONEU 
156: *C.2,2.CHECKS N HAS COMPLETED CODE. 
157: CONCUP LA,IX BASEl CONCENTRATION UPDATE 
15B: SKN 
:1.:'.'i9: • .1 
160: DCX 
DECF\XB 
:L 
161: *C.2.1.CHECKS N IS CONTEXT NEURON. 
162: LA,IX J3r'iBE1 
TESTYF' 
TYPE:!. 
163: AND 
:1.1.14: C 
:1. 6~;; 
:l66 : 
167: 
:l68 : 
169: 
:1. 70: 
in: 
J DECRX8 
LA,IX BABEl 
ED . 
LLD 2 
C;U\ 
LLD 6 
:L 72: * 
:I.n: * 
:1.74: 
175: 
176! 
:1.77: 
:l78 : 
:1.79 : 
PRINTS MARKER IF SUM OF DELTACLEAKBACK) FOR THIS 
CYCLE :W ZERO. 
G CO 
BE 
J 
LA 
L 
CLI:;: 
INI:;:NGE 
LEBTHN 
MAF\I<EF? 
" .... 
:l.80! * STORES SUM OF DELTACLEAKBACK). 
181: INRNGE STA STORE" 
Hl:~: CLR 
183: LLD 8 
184: OR TYPEl 
185: STA,IX BASEl 
:lB6: :rCX 1 
1871 *C.2.3.UPDATEB SOB CODE CONCENTRAT:rON. 
188: LA,IX BASEl 
:L89 : 
:L90: 
19:L: 
:L 9~.!: 
:L 93: 
SSP 
EO 
CLr~ 
LLD f.l 
A STDHEA 
:L 94 : STA SAVEIN UPDATED CONC. 
19~5 ~ * 
1 <76: * 
197: * 
:L9fJt 
:1.99: 
200: 
201: 
'PROBABILISTIC DIE-AWAY' SUBTRACT DELTA(DIE-AWAY) 
IF SAMPLE OF RANDOM NO.( CONCENTRATION. 
SUBTRACT DELTACDIE-AWAY) FROM UPDATED CONCENTRATION? 
L RANDOM 
AND fl:ANGE 
C SAVEIN 
HI... 
202: ,J 
203: LA 
204: * SUBTRACTS 
CNTNLJ4 
5AVEIN 
DELTA (DIE'-AWAY) • 
205: S DELTAD DIE-AWAY 
206: STA 
207: CNTNIJ4 LA 
20f:l: L.LD 
209: 
2:1. 0 : 
SHN 
SAVnN 
SAVEIN 
8 
P-TAG REPLACED 
BABEl 
211: *C.2.4.UPDATES STRENGTH OF CONNECTION TO PREDICTION 
21:~: * NEUI;~()N + 
213: LA SAVEIN 
214: *C.2.4.2.CHECKS MAGNITUDE OF SOB-CODE CONCENTRATION. 
215: C CIOO 
216: 51... 
217: LA e77 
21S1 STA SAVEIN 
219: STX CONTX 
71 
:~20 : 
:~::!:I. : 
'1 '''),f'') .., 
~: •• it .. ,,'. •• 
EX 
1 
EX 
FINDS POINTER AND SCANS CONNECTIONS OF N. 
:;~:?4 : U) y IX J!(~SE2 
I') I") 1.:;' t 
,,~.~, ,J • 
2;'~6: BTA 
22'7: '::'INDF'R L.A 
2281 AND 
229: STA 
230: CALL 
231: * RETURNS WITH 
232: *C.2.4.l.CHECKS 
233: LRS 
234: ALS 
23=;: G 
236: 
:;~37 : 
2313: 
::~39 : 
EX 
LI~ 9 IX 
AND 
C 
SE 
f.)TPNTf~ 
STPNTR CHANGE STRS OF CONN. 
ZERBTl ZERO BIT :I. 
HOLDIN HOLD OLD POINTER 
SCAN,STPNTR,UPDATD 
G(E). 
N CONNECTED TO PREDICTION NEURON. 
6 
1, 
G1 
BA!3E1 
TEnTYP 
TYPE:':~ 
2401 
~!4:t. : J FINDPR FIND PRED NEURON 
*C.2.4.3.CUPIES SOB CONCENTRATION INTO STRENGTH OF 
* CONNECTION. 
244: LA HOLDIN 
A Cl 
246: STA HOLDIN 
7: * 'HOlDtN' NOW HAS ADDRESS OF WORD NEXT TO OLD POINTER 
248: * I.E.INFORMATION WORD REQUIRED. 
2491 * NOW CHANGES CONTENTS OF HOLDIN. 
2!',)() I 
2!HI 
2!53 : 
:~~54 : 
255: 
256: 
25'j} : 
2~58 : 
UPDf1TD 
DEC':~X8 
25(,: * 
260: * 
::~6:1.: **>X** 
26~~: * 
LA,I HOLDIN 
~IN:O 
A 
BTA,I 
,.I 
L.X 
[lCX 
,.I 
ZEI:~BTF~ 
BA'.,.'EIN 
HOUHN 
FINDPI:< 
CONTX 
COi'-lCUP 
ZERO STR. OF CONN. 
CONCENTRATION UPDATE 
263: *9. ALGORITHM DISYNTHESIS OF NEW CODES 
2641 * 
265: ***** 2661 * 
267: *D.IN THIS ALGORITHM,M~L,AND U PARTS OF A POSSIBLE 
268: * NEW CONTEXT SOB CODE FOR NEURON N ARE FOUND. 
269: LX NONtU8 
270: *D.:I..CHECKS NEURON N JUST FIRED. 
271,: STGODE LA,IX BASE:.:!. 
272: SI\N 
:~n: ,J DEGnX~? 
274: Btl!=' FIND NEURON JUST FH.:!::D 
2751 BTA STPNTR STORE POINTER 
2761 STX HOLDX 
2771 *D.2,CHECKS N IS INTEGRATING NEURON. 
271:1: EX 
279: 
21:101 
281,: 
282: 
2133: 
284: 
285: 
ALS 
S 
EX 
UhIX 
AND 
C 
BE 
1 
C1 
BASEl 
rESTYP 
TYPE~~ 
IS IT INTEG. I' 
72 
286: 
2871 
288: 
289: 
290: 
291: 
292: 
293: 
294: 
295: 
296: * 
297: ;1( 
298: 
299: 
300: 
301: 
,J 
ICX 
LA~IX 
EQ 
L.UI 
CI...R 
LtD 
STA 
CUi 
LLD 
T/·IIS IS T 
IF fJ09AND 
C 
SNE 
A 
L.LD 
r:;:ETEST 
1 
BASEl 
6 
B 
KEEPsn 
2 
I,EEP INPUT SOB 
LAYER 
REFERED TO IN D.3.3. TESTS FOR 11,T=100 
STORES IN 'NLAYER'. 
C3 
C1 
12 
302: STA NLAYER 
303: *D.3.SCANS CONNECTIONS OF N. 
304: SKLOOP CALL SCAN.STPNTR,RETEBT 
305: * RETURNS WITH CCE). 
306: LRS 6 
307: *D.3.1.I5 N CONNECTED TO CONTEXT NEURON? 
308: ALB 1 
309: S Cl 
310: EX 
311: LA,IX 
312: AND 
313: c 
314: BE 
315: J 
BASEl 
TESTYP 
TYPEI 
SI\LOOP 
IS IT CONN. TO CONTEXT? 
316: *D.3.2.CHECKS 
317: rcx 
CODE INCOMPLETE. 
1 
318: LA,IX BASEl 
319: SKP COt1PLETED CODE'? 
320: J SKLOOP 
321: *D.3.3.18 PART OF CONTEXT CODE ASSOCIATED WITH LAYER 
322: * OF N ALREADY FOUND? 
323: AND NLAYER CODE FOR THIS LAYER? 
324: C CO 
325: SNE 
326: ,J STOf~ED 
327: * CODE FOR THIS LAYER FOUND ALREADY. CHOOSES 
328: * RANDOMLY BETWEEN CONNECTIONS. 
329: L RANDOM CHOOSE BETWEEN CONNS. 
330: BAE 
331: J NEWCON 
332: * LEAVES OLD CONNECTION AND PRINTS MARKER. 
333: LA 
334: L 
335: J 
336: NEWCON LA 
337: * CHOOSES NEW 
~B8: L 
339: *D.3.4.SETS TAG 
340: STORED LA.IX 
341: OR 
STA ,IX 
AND 
C 
SE 
F<O 
MARI\ER 
SKLO()P 
F<1 
CONNECTION 
MAf(i\EF~ 
AND CHECI{S 
BASEl 
NLAYEI'i: 
BASEl 
I\PADRS 
CO 
AND PRINTS MARKER. 
CODE HAS ADDRESS. 
TAG FOR THIS LAYER 
KEEP ADI:;;ESS 
342: 
343: 
344: 
:345: 
346: 
347: * 
348: * 
349: 
350: 
3511 
J ADRSTR ADDRESS ALREADY STORED 
CODE NOT ALREADY GIVEN ADDRESS. ADDRESS IS 
CUf<RENT VALUE OF SOBNUI1. THEN UPDATES SOBNUM. 
LA,rX BASEl 
A SOBNUM 
STA,IX BASEl 
73 
ADM SOBNUM 352: 
353: 
354: 
*D.3.5.STORES CODE BY CONSTRUCTING CORRECT 
* ADDRESS. 
355: 
356: 
357: 
ADRSTR LA NLAYER 
LRS 
AND 
5 
ZEROBS 
1 TO 0,2 TO 1r4 TO 2, 
ZERO BIT 8 
358: STA CONSAD CONSTRUCT ADDRESS 
359: LA,IX B0SE1 
360: AND KPADRS 
361: A CONSAD 
362: * STORES CODE IN ADDRESS CALCULATED. 
363: EX 
364: LA KEEPSB 
365: STA,IX SOBASE STORED IN BLOCK 
366: J SKLOOP 
367: RETEST LX HOLDX 
368: DECRX2 DCX 1 
369: J STCODE STORE CODE 
370: SSW B 
371: J INPUT 
372: * PRINTS SOB CONCENTRATIONS EVERY CYCLE, 
373: * ONCE CODE COMPLETED. 
374: LA MTWNEU 
375: 
376: 
377: CHECK 
378: 
379: 
380: 
381: 
382: DCREES 
383: 
384: 
385: GUTP 
386: 
387: 
388: 
389: 
390: 
391: 
.392: MISSED 
393: 
394: 
395: 
396: LINE 
397: 
398: 
399: CARIGE 
400: 
401: 
402: 
403: 
404: 
405: 
406: 
GOt: I 
002: * 
SSP 
EX 
LArIX 
AND 
C 
SNE 
J 
ICX 
J 
J 
ICX 
LA,IX 
SKN 
J 
AND 
LRS 
CALL 
LA 
CALL 
DCX 
J 
LA 
CALL 
J 
LA 
CALL 
LA 
CALL 
LA. 
CALL 
J 
BAS2Pl 
TESTYP 
TYPE1. 
QUTP 
2 
CHECK 
LINE 
1 
BAS2P1 
CARIGE 
CONCN 
8 
WRITE 
BLANKS 
PRINT 
1 
DCREES 
CRLF 
PRINT 
INPUT 
BLANKS 
PRINT 
BLANKS 
PRINT 
BLANKS 
PRINT 
MISSED 
003: ************************ 
004: * 
005: DEL TAL OCT 
006: DELTAD OCT 
007: * 
4 
1 
008: *********************** 
009: * 
010: * 
011: TESTYP OCT 140000 
CHANGE AMOUNT OF LEAKBACK 
CHANGE SPEED OF DIE-AWAY 
74 
01.2: TYPEO OCT 0 
OJ.3: TYF'El OCT 400()() 
()j.4 : TYPE2 (JCT lO()()OO 75 
01S: TYPE::i OCT 1.40()OO 
O:l.6! MLAYETi ,oCT 1 
017: HLDSDB OCT ,1774 
018: I<EEPBH OCT () 
019: TESTLA DCT :3 
():~O : ZEFWIN OCT :L40~~7'7 
on: KEEPIN ocr ;P400 
O::~2 : HDLDX OCT 0 
023: SCNPTF: OCT 0 
02 .. ' : INF'SDB OCT () 
O'Jr:.;o t 
. ..:... ,.J • HIJLIHN OCT 0 
026: co OCT 0 
027: C1. OCT :L 
028: C2 OCT 2 
029: C3 OCT :5 
030: G1.7 OCT :1.7 
(Ml: HETBIT OCT 40000 
032: BI:182Pl OCT () 
033: BASE2 OCT 0 
034: EI1F'TY OCT 0 
0;3t"5: POINn:: OCT () 
Q36: MNDNEU OCT () 
Q;37 ! MTkINI:::U [JCT 0 
03B: CTEST OCT 0 
039: PUL..BEB OCT 0 
040: TNCJNEU OCT 0 
041: HOLD OCT () 
042: NfJNEIJS OCT 0 
()43: STDFiE OCT 0 
044: IN I{(~I ldN 
045: PU £lCI 1, ,PU 
()46: T .... BeI bL. 
()47: ME BCI 1.,ME 
048: ML BCI lvML 
04<J: 0 RCI 1. ~O 
o ~'j() : STEP OCT 0 
'051 : KEEPX OCT 0 
0"'''> • \J ... e- STORE() {lCT 0 
();53 : SOBNUM OCT 0 
()~)4: I,PADF,[1 OCT 377 
() I::":'" + 
'. ,J ,) • ZEROB8 OCT 177'577 
056: ElF-NTH OCT 0 
,~)~~) 7 : NLAYEF, OCT 0 
0::)8 : CONSAD OCT 0 
()~) 9 : I<PTAGS 08T 170()()() 
()60 : MI .• lJTtl D OCT 70000 
061,: CNECTD OCT 0 
06~! : F'BLOCI< OCT 1400 
063: CONTX OCT 0 
064: HLDADI,( OCT () 
06;5 : C400 OCT 400 
066: CCH1S0B OCT l.'l()OO() 
067: I\Pf~EST OCT 7777 
0681 eMF-Am.;: OCT 0 
069: CCJMPF~l) OCT 0 
070: HEL.D OCT 0 
() 7:L : COMrlA BCl 1, , , 
on: NFIRED OCT 0 
on: SAVEIN OCT 0 
074: STOF~EX OCT 0 
07~) : LIMIT OCT 6 
0'76: DECAY nCT 6 
077: INTIC. OCT 20000 
07B: THI\ESH ocr """'1 I.· .. 
on: FPZERD OCT ;177400 
080: H.ANI\S DCI b 76 081.: NEUF,NO DCT 0 
Of:l2! Cil (lCT 1;1. 
01.:)3: C12 OCT 12 
OD4: C:5 (Jcr !:) 
00:'5 : N5 OCT --5 
O!M: 1"1:1.2 OCT "·L~ 
0137: WI:-':DNUM OCT 0 
OBEl: BHIFT:l nCT 0 
01:)9: SHIFT2 OCT 0 
090: C20 OCT 20 
091.: DAn~AS ocr 2~'iOOO 
092: ADm~ES OCT () 
()(1~1 : SHFTO (lCT 17?740 
094: nOT DCT 2t:ic> 
09::i: COLON OCT ::!.72 
096: SMICLN DCT 273 
097: SPACE OCT ~!40 
0'18 : C:L:l7 OCT 117 
O'jH;t C14()0 (JCT :L400 
100: START OCT () 
1 ():l : I~ORDS nCT 0 
102: KEPT OCT 0 
10;, : KEEPU OCT 4037l 
1.04! ZERBTR OCT 7noo 
l05: C:l.OO DCT 100 . 
106.: C77 OCT 77 
107: I<EEF'CN OCT 77400 
:1.00: LBLOCK OCT 400 
:1.09 : ZEr:;:BTt (JeT ;577'7'7 
:LJ.O : GmTHN [JCT ::.!76 
:l :1.1 : LESTHN OCT 2"74 
11:~ : I;:ANGE OCT 17'7 
113 : MAJ:;:I'(S OCT 0 
:l14 ! F~ANnNO OCT 0 
:ll. ~5: HOLDIG OCT () 
U6: C200 OCT 200 
U7: fW OCT 260 
1:1. fJ : F,1 OCT 261 
:l19 ~ M OCT 315 
120! STAR OCT 252 
121: ZERO OCT 0 
12~! : C~!12 OCT 212 
in: C215 OCT 2:1.5 CR 
1 :;:4: C254 OCT :?~)4 
:1.2!5 : C260 OCT 260 
126: C;Ul7 OCT 267 
1.27: NUM OCT 0 
:t21:H CEEP OCT 0 
:l ;:9: DFTAPE OCT 100 
130: DE Ber 1 d)E 
:1.31: CI~LF OCT :I.06b1,2 
:1.32: N6 OCT ,-6 
1 ~53: COUNT (JCT 0 
D4: TENCYB OCT 0 
1 ~3~) : NOMAf~1\ OCT 0 
1:36 : M:l20 DCT -120 
:l ~57: CONCN OCT 77400 
13B: ){< 
139: ********************** 140: * 141: 
* :l42 : u********* 1431 
** 
BU.BI:~()UT I NES FOLLDl,J + 
:1.44 : 
*********** 145: * 
:L46 ! >I< 
147: **~(** 77 
148: 
* 14<Y~ 
* 
F~[AnB DATA Fr';;OH F'(4PEF~ TAPE 
1 :50: * 
:L 5:L : ***>:<* 1 ""') + ~).'" ~ * 
:L53 : I:;'-EADt ADI::: 0 
:I. ~)4 : til) N6 
1"'" r," + 
""',.1 • BTA COUNT 
:L56: CL.f~ 
157: srA NUM 
:L ::)1') : I:;:LOQP 81 4 STOF'F'E:O'~ 
15(9 : uw 6 
:L 6() : BAr:: 
:l.b:L: ,J RLClOP 
162: SI 4 I:;:Ef~DY1' 
:1.63: f~AE 
1M: SKU 
:L6~5 : ~J * ..·:3 
:Lb6: L.A [1FT APE 
167: [IF 4 STArn 
1613: DI 4 
169: fJTA CEEP 
170: eLI::: 
171: [IF 4 STOP 
112: L.A CEEP 
173: c ZEno DISI~EGAFm LEADER 
174: SNE 
ln3: ,.I HL(JOP 
:L76: C C21 ~~~ IrIBI:;:EGARD LINE FEED 
177 : SNE 
178: ",I I;;;LOOP 
179: c C2~'54 COMMA EXIT 
180: BNE 
HIlt ,J HExn 
182: c C21~5 Cl;~ EXIT 
lIB: SNE 
184: ,.I m::XIT 
ll3~.'i: c C260 DIGIT CHEel" 
186: SGE 
:L87: ,.I DATI:::I::: DATA Ef~I~()I::: 
11313: C C~::b7 
189: GtE 
190: ,.I DAn:::l;;; 
191: LRD :3 
192: LA NLn1 
193: LLD :3 
194: STA NUM 
195: Ami COUNT 
191.>: ,.I r~LD()p 
:1.97: DATER LA DE IH1TA EF~FWI\ 
198: CALI... PRINT 
1.99: L.A CRLF 
200; GAL.L PIUNT 
201: ,.I F~EAD:J.+:l 
202: REXIT EO STOI:;;E COi'iHA OR cr~ 
203; LA NUM 
204: ,J, I READ:!. 
~~05 : * 206: 
* 207: 
***** 208: 
* 209: * Pr\INTS MARI"EI:~f~ OR NDT 
210: * 
211: ***** 
212: * 
213: MARKER 
214: 
215: 
216: 
217: 
218: 
219: 
220: 
221: 
222: 
223: 
224: 
225: 
226: 
* 
* ***** 
227: * 
ADR 
SSW 
j,I 
CALL 
ADM 
J,I 
LA 
SlA 
LA 
CALL jyI 
o 
E 
MARKER 
PRINT 
NOMARK 
MARKER 
M120 
NOMARK 
CRLF 
PRINT 
MARKER 
2281 * MARKS 
229: * 
OFF PAGE FOR OUTPUT 
230: ***** 
231: * 
232: DOTTED 
233: 
ADR 0 
LA BLANKS 
234: CALL PRINT 
235: LA BLANKS 
236: CALL PRINT 
237: LA BLANks 
238: CALL PRINT 
239: LX Cl17 
240: LA CII 
241: srA 
242: MKLOOP LA 
243: C 
244: BE 
245: J 
246: LA 
247: aTA 
248: LA 
249: CALL 
250: DECRX5 DCX 
251: j 
252: J,I 
253: DOTS 
2~: 
255! 
256: 
257: 
258: 
259: 
260: 
261: 
262: 
263: 
264: 
265: 
266: 
267: 
268: 
269: 
270: 
271: 
272: 
273: 
274: 
275: 
* 
* ***** 
* 
STA 
LA 
CALL 
J 
GENERATES 
* ***** 
* RANDOM ADR 
LA 
C 
SNE 
LA 
BTA 
AND 
STA 
LA 
AND 
MARKS 
MARKS 
CO 
DOTS 
Cll 
MARKS 
C254 
PRINT 
1 
MKLOOP 
DOTrED 
CI 
MARKS 
DOT 
PRINT 
DECRX5 
RANDOM NUMBER 
o 
RANDNO 
CO 
RANDOM 
RANDNO 
C1 
HOlBIG 
RANDNO 
C200 
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NO. OF MARKERS 
MARK LOOP 
SUBSTITUTE IF 0 
276: LRS 7 
277: C HOLDIG 
278: LA RANDNO 
279: SE 79 
280: SSN 
281: LRS 1 
282: srA RANDNO 
283: JvI RANDOM 
284: 
* 285: 
* 286: 
* 287: END 0 
288: @ 
289: 
289: 
-
00:1.: * 
002; ),'< 
00;3 t ),'< 
004: * 
()()~5: :.'< 
OOb: :(< 
OOll )\< 
008: ),'< 
009: * (>J. 0 t )): 
OU: * 
0:l2: * 
013: :(< 
0J.4: 
O.t~): 
Ol6: >.'< 
OPt * 
0:1.131 * 
Ol9t * 
020: * 
021: * 
02:{ : >I< 
1.2 Listing of Source File LAST. 
******** 
* * >!< LAGT ),'< 
* ),'< 
**-****** 
THIS PROGRAM LOADED LAST . 
F~EL 0 
NAME DASE1,SOBASE 
SETS SIZE OF BLOCK l AT 1023 CELLS AND 
ENSURES THAT BASEl FOLLOWS ON DIRECTLY 
AFTEf~ PFmOI\,AH. 
02:~ : 
024: 
SDIiASE A:OF~ ),'< 
O~2~:i : 
02b: 
027: 
0213: 
029: @ 
() :~() : 
030: .. 
BA~3E:t 
>X 
* 
BSB 
AD!\' 
END 
1023,0 
),'< 
0 
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Appendix 2. Prel a Tacti Aid 
---~---.~,--~.---~.--~----~-,.-----------~.-~~,.~"~-~---
for t,he Blind 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The work cribed here is the result of a 
preliminary study "1.:0 rmine the feasibility of 
developing a mobility aid for the blind which would use 
an ultrasonic scanning array to produce tactile images on 
an abdomen-moun'ted matrix. 
The fact that the device is to be designed for 
mobility (rather than, say, reading) 'is important, 
since mobility is a specialised task. For example: 
(i) the consequences of making a mistake when 
negotiating an environment can be much worse 
than when reading 
(ii) mobility is public, while reading is a private 
affair. Hence some grace needed. 
(iii) while it is possible to read at one-tenth the speed 
of a normal sighted person, walking at one-tenth the 
normal d causes difficulties due to the loss of 
I gai t' • 
Reasons for considering a tactile blind-aid include 
the following: 
(i) the aid would be useful for deaf-blind people 
(ii) the skin ( cially the abdomen) is not normally 
being used for other (i.e. sensory) purposes 
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while the ac.lvan s of ultrasonics include the following: 
(i) as a stress wave, it interacts mechanically with 
the environm(~nt (i.e. glass appears as a ba 
(ii) its relat.ively long wavelength makes the environment 
'shiny' and hence it performs'some preprocessing. 
(iii) it is easier to produce a plan view of the environ-
ment ·than it \vould be using an op·tical tern. 
The reasons for considering a plan view rather than an 
image view include the following: 
(i) seems that a lower resolution would be sufficient 
(ii) the centre ow point of a visual system has the 
lowest resolution, which is probably the worst 
place for it. A plan view flows from one edge 
when there is movement. 
(iii) image terns in the past have not met with 
much success for mobility (Bach-y-Rita, 1972) 
(iv) the processing would probably be simpler. 
The follo'wing section summarises the various ultrasonic 
devices considered for the sensory aid. Factors relevant 
to the choice of one of these include: 
(i) resolution, in range and "bearing 
(ii) whether multip targets can be detected in 
the same range resolution annulus or not 
--(iii) physical size of array, considering the effects of 
nlmmer of array elements and aperture distribution 
on sidelobe structure and power transmitted 
(iv) power consumption, since portability is important 
(v) cosmetic acceptability (also related to size) 
reliability 
(vii) complexity and' cos t. 
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2.2 THE DEVICES CONSIDERED 
1. An Im~lJ:53~-S~a!2,~ing ~s!:~~(IZay, 196 'I) 
The receiver is shown in Figure 15(a) In principle 
the system consists of an array of transducer elements, 
each one successively tapped to a single delay line. 
Signals r'eceived by the transducers are translated to 
steadily increasing frequencies by modulation with a 
linearly changing frequency. Since when a signal is so 
modulated its phase-angle is unaltered, and since a delay-
line phase-shift increases linearly with frequency, the 
effect of the modulation is to steer the received beam 
steadily across the scanning sector. 
If the modulation frequency is swept through its 
cycle twice during each pulse duration, all directions of 
the sector are sampled withou't loss of information. 
The output of the delay line at a particular instant is an 
addition of all the modulated inputs, each one delayed in 
phase by an amount dependent upon the value of the 
modulating frequency at that time and its position on the 
delay line. Outputs which are in phase correspond to a 
target detected at the angle at which the receiving beam 
is 'pointing'. Hence mul'tiple targets in the same range 
annulus can be detected. 
The major problem with the system appears to be the 
analogue delay line, which would be difficult to construct 
in a compact form. This system is compared with a 
possible frquency-scanned system in section 2.3. 
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2 'fhe Use of Sur Acoustic Nave 
SAN devices be a sollrtion to the problem of 
obtaining the ana time delays red above. 
Whit::.ehouse (1974) considers -the design scanning 
using these devices. Advantages noted in using SAW devices 
in such applications were reliability, ease 6f fabrication, 
small size, and low cost. 
However, li·ttle Ii t.erature exists concerning 
aU.on techn s. A method of photo-etching is 
, in a manner s lar to integrated circuits, on a 
piezoelectric quar·tz substrate. It seems that such devices 
are not yet avail e c:opunercially. 
3. The Acoustic Lens 
r·t seems possible t:hat by directing the amplified 
output of a trans array to the pupil of an acoustic 
lens by piezoelec c transducers, the analogue of an 
optical focusing tern could be obtained. A real-time 
Fourier transform of -the spatial frequencies in the 
qnvironment would be performed at focus of the lens. 
) 
Problems that wou be involved include: 
(i) large ref ctions from the walls of the lens 
(ii) mismatch tween transducers and the lens 
(iii) aberration. 
A possible that could reduce the problem of 
reflections is shown in Figure 15(b). For focusing to take 
place within a reasonable length lens would need to be 
solid or liquid. In the diagram, holes somewhat smaller 
than the wavelength of propaga-tion in the aluminium block 
are drilled at e face. 
By increasing the 'density' of the ho toward each face, 
and imbedding each face in absorbent rubber so that the 
holes become filled with rubber, a gradual match could 
obtained be-tween the aluminium and the rubber. The system 
would be simp reliable, and operate in real time. 
Some references appear in the literat~re to solid 
and liquid lenses in array systems (Toulis, 1963; 
Boyles, "J 965) . 
4. The Interferometer 
The traditional interferometric system using two 
receiving transducers was considered. While such a system 
is relatively simple compared to an array, there are two 
major disadvantages: 
(i) the small phase differences detected at each 
transducer from a particular target mean that a 
relatively large transducer spacing is ~equired. 
This would no-t be cosmetically acceptable in a 
head~'mounted device. 
(ii) ambiguities result when there is more than one 
target per range annulus. 
5. The Digital Sonar 
A system constructed by Danh (1975) uses an array 
of seven transducers. Instead of phasing the array in the 
normal manner to steer the beam, the phase differences 
between adjacent points on the array are measured. These 
measurements are used to compute the direction of arrival 
of the wavefront. The average of the measurements gives 
the bearing of the target. The system is essentially 
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digital that after amplification t:he transduce:r outputs 
are gated to quantise the phase di ces. Some work on 
this sytem and subsequent conclusions are scribed in 
section 2.4. 
6. A stem 
The transmit:-ter for this tem is shown in concept 
in Figure 15(c). For n 0, a square wave of frequency 
10 MHz 
= 156 KHz appears at the first transducer. 
It takes exactly one period to be clocked through the 
shift-register to the second trans , and hence the 
outputs are in phase and the transmitted beam points 
broadside. 
For n non~zero, the phase of the second transducer 
relative to the f st is 
211'n 
:::: 
6 
Also I the radian frequency at the input to the -transducers 
is: 
w 
2 1T f 
64+n 
where f is the clock frequency. So i:he time delay between 
transducers is 
t n f 
Hence the time delay between transducers is proportiona.l 
to the value of n, and so beam direction is also. 
The above suggests that the beam can. be scanned 
(periodically or aperiodically) across a sector. 
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Range informa can be obtained by starting a timer 
when transmiss begins in a particular rection. 
Signals are re ved by a single wide-band receiver 
followed by a bank of filters, one for e transmission 
direction. from a particular means 
that there a target in its particular aring-cell. 
This system can be considered as th~ inverse' of 
the impulse scanning sys'tem described ear er. The two 
systems are compared in the next section. 
2.3 SON OE' I]\1PULSE- AND SCANNING SYSTEMS 
It useful to compare the signal-to-noise ratios 
(SNR I s) of two systems. Following argument of 
Lindars (Tucker, 1960) the SNR of an impulse-scanning 
system is not influenced by the scanning rate and is the 
same as when the beam points at the target continuously. 
This is because although -the received pulse would be 
n times as long as it would be if the entire sector was 
being scanned (n is the number of beam-widths in the 
sector) , amount of noise received at this angle 
would also increase n times. If this situation is nm.., 
compared with a conventional echo-ranging system, the only 
difference is that transmission is occurring in n sectors 
rather than in one. So the received pulse is 1 times the 
n 
intensi ty 
by 1 
n 
If 
the conventional case and SNR is reduced 
frequency-scanning system considered as a 
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series of conventional echo-ranging transmissions, then the 
only difference betvmen one such transmission and the normal 
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echo-ranging system is that reception is taking place over 
n-1 sectors rather than over one sec-tor (since one receiver 
channel will always be blanked if it is assumed -that 
transmission is always occurring in one sector) . 
If transmission is occurring in only one sector the SNR 
is decreased by 1/(n-1) compared with conventional echo-
ranging. Hence the SNR's of the two systems are only 
marginally different. 
The delay line of the impulse-scanning system is 
also similar to the filters of the frequency-scanning 
system, as both require a phase-shift proportional to 
frequency. 
The frequency-scanning_system seems to require less 
hardware -than the impulse-·scanning system, al t_hough nei ther 
could be built cheaply in a compac-t form at present. 
2.4 THE DIGITAL AIR SONAR: CONCLUSIONS 
Some time was spen-t at tempting to complete the Air 
Sonar model, constructed by Danh (1975). Although the 
major part of the digital circuitry was working (although 
unreliably) the pDoblem of pre-amplifier oscillation had 
not been solved. This problem was finally found to be due 
to connections between pins of unused turns of the 
pre-amplifier auto-transformer and unused sections of 
VERO-board. 
Work was stopped on the Scanning Air Sonar for the 
following reasons: 
THl: LlFRARY 
Ut~IVE,{SrrY OF CANTERBURY 
CHRiSTCHURCH tJ 7 
(i) reliability; the complete unit has never in 
operation at one time. LSI techniques would 
improve this. 
the system can detect only one target 
resolution annulus 
(i the system performs a great deal of decision-making 
before the display. This is not necess 1y good 
in a mobility aid. 
(iv) a new transmitter, locked to the receivers, needs 
( v) 
to be built for bearing information to be displayed 
accurately. 
. 0 
the beam width is· narrow (less than 30 ). 
A reduction in operating frequency would widen 
the beam, but then transducer sensitivity would 
drop markedly. Also the transmitter oscillator 
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third-harmonic would move further in"to the transducer 
-band to distort the received waveform (accurate 
operation depends on very little distortion). 
2.5 DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES ENCOUNTERED 
1. The blind-aid system should be designed from the point 
of view of the requirements of the user rather than from 
what we are capable of making. This approach means that 
receiver cifications must be matched to the most 
information that the user can resolve with the tactile 
display. For an array of transducers, the resolution at 
the display is related to the receiver beamwidth which, 
in turn, depends on the number of array elements used. 
Hence the resolution can be attained with the tactile 
display must be determined to deci 
transducer array should have. 
how many e the 
The problem with this approach is the determination 
of tactile resolution. The traditional two-point ts 
appear to be of no use. Instead, resolution has been 
found to depend on: 
(i) the temporal nature (or otherwise) of patterns 
(Davis, 1968; ldsen et al.~ 1969) 
(ii) the type of s,timulator (Vierck and Jones, 1969) 
(iii) learning and recognition (Bach-y-Rita, 1972) 
(iv) time of the day 
(v) temperature 
(vi) social pressures. 
2. The conclusion of Bach-y-Rita (1972) is 'to ent as 
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much of the raw information as possib to en;;;ble the brain 
to select the appropriate information for each task'. 
The result of this approach is that the user is not 
considered., and design ul timately becomes restricted only 
by cost. 
3. A third approach encountered is to design the sensory 
inter so that it transmits no more than the t 
information possib for the subj to have mobility. 
This method is likely to be less costly than that just 
described. 
However, the possibility exists that with s ficient 
training the subject may finally become limited by the 
ability of the device to transmit information rather than 
his ability to assimilate the information it presents. 
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